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EDITORIAL
Welcome to your bushland haven . Although on first glimpse
Griffith seems totally isolated from the "rest of the world",
it can be a very alive and active place . If you are very lucky
you may even see some of the mythical "community" here
one day. To most people, universities are strange, isolated
pockets inhabited with mad academics and officious
bureaucrats. Most studen.ts would tend to agree with this
with one exception - US. No matter what anyone else
tries to tell you, students are often found in these
institutions.
The confusing part is that while the "administration"
remains static the student population is constantly
changing. This handbook is designed to give students
some idea of what they have got themselves into. It
contains a variety of articles, all written by students,
some are informational, some factual and some just
plain interesting. Of course, it cannot contain everything
you will need/want to know, but there is a Student
Union office that will be able to fill in any gaps.
I hope that you will find your time at Griffith
interesting. There is much that you can involve
yourself in that is both rewarding and enjoyable. It
is worth the effort. Orientation Week is a good start.
It is designed specifically for your enjoyment. Drop
in on anything that looks interesting.
I wish you a happy learning time at Griffith.
Shelley Coneybeer

involvement
Involvement

does not mean
1.

total commitment for the rest of
your life

2.

a full understanding of the
organisation/structure

3.

superhuman powers that will make
you indispensable

Involvement does mean
1. a concern - however slight
2.

the ability to communicate such
a desire (i.e. Hello - I would like
to be involved in ... )

3.

lots of people doing small things

Involvement is a state of mind rather than total dedication .
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\\elcome from the Union
Welcome in particular to the Student Union, for the Union is
your organisation. It functions to represent you, to serve your
interests and works on your behalf. The Union is involved in a
wide range of activities and services on campus, which either
directly or indirectly will have an impact on your life at
University. These services range from the provision of such
things as travel, insurance; legal aid etc. to as broad issues as
tertiary education funding, student allowances and the nature
of courses on campus. An important part of the Union's role
on campus is to represent the student viewpoint on a wide
range of committees within the University structure. So ...
let your views be known.
Doubtless you will hear many criticisms, complaints and
grumblings about the Student Union in your time here, and
many wi II claim that it has no relevance to students. The
Union can only, however, return what,-ou choose to put in.
At Griffith, you have the unique opportunity to participate
directly in Union affairs - every student has the chance to
have their say in the direction the Union takes. The success
of the Union depends on you. Don't be put off by feeling you
know little of the organisation or the people involved - we
are here to help you in any way we can.
1979 will be a challenging year. For new students, it marks
the beginning of your involvement at Griffith, and for the
Union, a continuing battle for the right to exist and take an
independent stand on issues on behalf of our members. I hope
that you find this challenge rewarding, and that through contac
with the Union, your time here is made a little easier. Welcome
to Griffith.

Welcome to those of you who are about to begin your
tertiary education at Griffith from those of us who have been
here for a little longer. While Orientation Week can be a little
confusing, and at times overwhelming, it is a useful opportunity to look around at the smorgasbord of activities that make
up University life and think about the areas that will interest
you most in your time at University.

\\elcome from the

Sian Lewis
Chair person

v.c.

From the first days of planning, we intended Griffith to be an
alternative university experience. We planned the University
to be multi-disciplinary and socially responsive;we planned
for coherent, integrated, undergraduate teaching programmes,
especially in the earlier years.
These plans were not arbitrary but guided by a belief that the
outcome of such an educational experience would be men and
women with a capacity to make their own choices and
judgements about the issues facing the local, national and
international society of the next three or four decades. A fast
changing world calls for generalised education and flexible
minds. Nothing resists change so strongly as an expert - his (sic)
expertise is under threat.
Our intentions are clear; our performance tries to realise these
intentions and often comes close to high ideals. If Griffith
fails for you then help to put it right. But your university
years are not all solemn, academic challenges; they should
sparkle with intellectual and interpersonal joy and the great
experience of exploring just who you are. Enjoy all the
aspects of the University.

F. J. Willett
Vice-Chancellor
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HOW IT ALL WORKS
When you enrolled at this University, you automatically
became a member of the Griffith University Union of
Students (GUUS). Since its inception in 1975, the Union
has expanded and diversified in scope and nature with the
help, support and involvement of its students. With your
support, the Union will, hopefully, continue to expand and
grow in 1979.

abortion and the election of delegates to AUS Annual Council
were both decided in this manner.
The Function of the Union

The Union is the recognised student representative body on
campus. One of its functions is the provision of services and
amenities for its members, most of which are outlined in
detail later in this handbook. These include such things as
legal aid, travel and insurance services, provision of information and resource material, tertiary education assistance advice
and appeals, and a host of others. During 1978, almost one
half of the student body sought individual assistance from the
Union on some matter.

Structure

The Union is organised on a system of open participation
and democracy that is unique on Australian tertiary
campuses today. Unlike _the majority of student unions, there
is no system of elected group representation or Council that
controls its affairs and decides its policies. Union meetings
are held fortnightly (on Wednesday common lunch hours) and
are open to all students to attend and vote. These meetings
make all major decisions on Union affairs, ranging from
adopting the budget, supervising the finances and work of
the elected officers of the Union, deciding policy, determining
campaign priorities and generally making the Union function.
The quorum for these meetings is a minimum of 5% of the
student body.

More importantly, however, the Union exists to advance the
collective needs and interests of its members, and to pressure
campus administrations, governments and the community in
general to support student demands. At a campus level, this
involves e-lecting student representatives to serve on a massive
range of committees, direct lobbying of the campus administ·
ration, and where necessary, supporting direct action by
students to achieve their goals.
At a government level, the Union engages in lobbying for
better education and more adequate student financing, both
in its own right and as a member of the Australian Union of
Students. In the past, GUUS has written submissions to the
Federal Government opposing student loans and in support of
increases in TEAS; and to the State Government on education
in Queensland and jobs for trainee teacher graduates. This year,
the Union is planning a comprehensive survey on student
financing to again continue its work in the education area.

Elections for the Union Executive are held annually in the
month of June, and all members of the Union are eligible
to stand for positions. The Executive consists of the
Chairperson, Secretary,two Finance Directors, Activities
Officer, Education Officer, AUS Secretary and Media
Officer. These positions are all voluntary and unpaid, with the
exception of the Chairperson's position which is paid an
·honorarium of $50 per week. The duties of the Executive are
to supervise various areas of Union work, and provide the
necessary co-ordination to keep the Union running.

As well as specific student interests, the Union also provides
a forum for discussion of matters of interest to students in
their capacity as members of the general community. The
Union has in the past adopted progressive policies supporting
the unemployed, the rights of women to control their own
bodies, and taken up the civil liberties and uranium campaign
in an active way on campus. No doubt in 1979, these and other
issues will again be the topic of debate.

The office bearers of GUUS at the moment are:
Chairperson: Sian Lewis
Secretary: Pat Hovey
Finance Directors: Roni Lewis (Union) Di Langley (Co-op)
Media Officer: David Boreham
Activities Officer: Shelley Coneybeer
AUS Secretary: graduated (vacant)
Education Officer: graduated (vacant)

Get Involved

Throughout the year, the Union has provision to set up open
working parties to examine specific areas of concern to students
such as the refectory working party and civil liberties/anti
uranium group that met in 1978. In addition, each officer of
the Union attempts to have a group of students sharing the
workload of their position, particularly in the case of
activities, media and education. Neither the Executive nor
working parties have power to make binding decisions on
behalf of the Union, unless specifically delegated by a general
meeting, and to date it has been policy for all matters to be
referred to general meetings for decisions. The Executive can
make decisions in the case of emergency (such as holiday
periods etc.) but these cannot be contrary to current Union
policy and must be ratified as soon as practicable by the
student body .
In 1978, the Student Union instigated a system of student
referendums, in order that contentious issues could be decided
by secret ballot. These can be held at any time on the
decision of a general meeting or at the written request of 30
members of the Union. Last year, the Union's policy on
7

All this is not to say that the Student Union is perfect and has
no faults. The structure of the Union as it currently stands
can only be as democratic, and the organisation as active as
you choose to make it. If the Union does not meet your
demands, or satisfy your needs, this can only be changed by
becoming involved and having your say. We are heavily reliant
on your energies and support to keep the Union running - it
is impossible to expect eight people to cope with the current
functions of the Union, let alone consider expanding them.
I hope you will take the time to involve yourself in Union
affairs, and actively participate in Union life. The Union is
only as strong as you, the members, make it. The Executive
and many other people who frequent the Union office are
always happy to talk to new faces, whether it be for advice,
support or because you would like to give a hand. Feel free
to approach us at any time for any reason - during Orientation Week we will be available at most times, and a Union
function is planned for Thursday of that week. Finally, look
out for Union meeting signs, and I hope to see you there.

Sian Lewis
Chairperson

,/
/

Answering the right wing
To some of you this article will look like a case of sour grapes.
To others who have been here perhaps a little longer and been
perhaps a little closer to the issues, it should be easier to
understand the circumstances that make it necessary to write
it. Throughout 1978, the Student Union has been the subject
of concerted attacks by various right wing groups on campus,
who though in a minority, have and most probably will
continue to exert a dominant and destructive influence on
Union affairs far out of proportion to their numbers.

members then sought exemption from Union membership.
Their grounds for doing so were that their individual beliefs
prevented them from becoming a member of the Student
Union. Not surprisingly, this request was rejected, as they
had one month earlier sought to be elected as t he Executive
of that same Union they now found so abhorrent.
In 1978, these attacks continued . They became , however,
more organised and vociferous in nature, and have been
characterised by a degree of co-operation and unity
between groups that would appear impossible should their
stated policies truly reflect their aims. Prior to the 1978
elections a coalition group calling itself "Students for a
Democratic Society" appeared on campus . This group
purported to be a collection of ALP supporters, liberals
and independent "moderates", committed to democracy
in student politics. In reality (as confirmed by the group's
ex-presidJmt) it was backed by the extreme right wing
organisation, the National Civil Council whose record for
democracy is discussed in the newspaper, Griffitti. The.
split in SOS in late 1978 was caused by Just this influence,
and it appears certain that most of SDS's remaining
supporters are aware of and support the NCC's pol icies.

These groups, which inclJ.Jde the Liberal Students Club, the
so-called Social Democratic Club, and the Students for a
Democratic Society (even more of a misnomer) have chosen
to attack the Student Union in past years and in this handbook, and it is time these attacks were answered. For a long
time it has been the policy of GUUS to get on with the job
of representing students on campus and working on your
behalf. We believed that our actions more than our words
would determine your support, and to date this support has
been widespread. However, when the right wing adopt tactics
of personal lies and slander, direct their attacks against
individuals in an attempt to gain power over an organisation,
and begin to actively interfere in positive student work, it
is time that all students were exposed to the true nature of
these supposedly democratic organisations.

Several aspects of the SOS election campaign deserve mention,
although space prohibits the almost limitless things one could
say about the nature of this organisation . It is firstly worth
remembering that a woman resigned from their ticket in
protest when she discovered she had been manipulated by
certain male members of the group. Promised a salary and
other benefits for her position if elected, which in reality
did not exist, she was also misinformed about her duties,
which were considerably understated.

\

Attacks by right wing groups on campus date back as far as
1977. At this time, the Liberal Students Club made an
abortive attempt to have their ticket appointed at the June
elections. After failing to have their policies and their
candidates supported by students, they then turned to the
administration on campus requesting the elections declared
invalid, the Union disbanded and a new organisation set up.
In this they were unsuccessful, as the allegations about
irregularity in Union procedure were cleared by the University
solicitors. Not satisfied still that student viewpoint had for
once been upheld by legal opinion, several liberal club

It is also worth asking why they should choose to open their
election "bid for democracy", without any advertising, on
8

a day planned for a student demonstration . It seems an unlikely
innocent mistake that with masses of publicity around they
did not realise that a majority of union supporters and the
union executive would be away from campus that day, and
hence unable to answer the many allegations that were made
to students at that time . More importantly, however, is the
illustration of their commitment to student affairs,
particularly those that profess to support compulsory
unionism, in deeming their own power bid a more important
issue at the time than publicly opposing pending government
legislation aimed at crippling the effectiveness of the student
organisation.
After being defeated by a majority of 3 to 1 at the elections,
an article then appeared in News Weekly (the magazine of
the Old NCC) reporting on the undemocratic nature oi the
student union, where "moderates" were defeated by stackirg
with "radicals" from other campuses and being threatened
with flick knives. It is interesting that 500 students were
present at that meeting. No-one complained of intimidation
or challenged the election result, and in fact the president of
SDS at the time sought fit to pledge his support for the
Union and its new executive who had obvious and over·
whelming student support.

vote the Union's position on abortion, he resorted to
psychological pressure and intimidation to prevent women
on the executive having their say. This despicable act, for
it was a despicable act, was condemned by students at the
time and it has not been repeated, at least in so obvious a
form since. It is indicative, however, of the lengths that the
right wing will go to to "put their point of view", and these
tactics have been widely associated with similar groups on
other campuses.
The SOS are a powerful group on campus, not because they
have student support, but rather because they have powerful
friends. Their funds are almost limitless, their backing outside
campus enormous and highly influential. All students would
do well to critically examine their claims, because the truth
(if there is any) is barely visible for the lies. Only united
opposition by students can hope to counter their influence
on campus.
The Social Democratic Club are a group equally worthy of
mention in this article. These "true moderates" are perhaps
more dangerous in the long run because their true nature is
more obscured. While they deem themselves moderate, their
most striking feature is their alliance and effective support
for the right wing. It is a notable fact to date that while they
purport to have independent politics, their active campaigns
have never been with the Student Union, but always against
it, and the focus of their attack, against the left-wing, while
on the nature of the right they remain remarkably silent.

Internal divisions between SOS members led to the formation
of the Social Democratic Club after the election campaign.
The SDS, however, continued their propaganda and
recruiting campaign unabated, and will <loubtless do so this
year. While their catchcries of left-wing influence, squandering
student money and irresponsibilitY are matters for student
opinion and ones I do not consider necessary to take up here,
the activities of one particular member of this group deserve
special note.

Their tactics are right wing tactics, and their propaganda
strangely similar. While claiming responsibility for the
introduction of secret ballots and referendums, it should
be noted that a decision of a student general meeting records
this as a desirable part of the new constitution (adopted in
1978) well before the SDS officially existed. SDS's true
interest lies in the power they seek to use through the
Union Executive, and in pursuing their own personal gain.
Their supposed commitment to student welfare has not
prompted them to do any work, nor to support campaigns
such as the refectory boycott that was in effect part of
their election platform.

During the abortion debate on campus, a male member of
SDS approached a woman on the Executive and threatened
her and other Executive members (all females) with possible
physical harm should they continue to adopt a pro-abortion
line. Not satisfied with letting students decide in a referendum

The true nature of the right-wing is that they have no
commitment to student welfare, they have no concern
for student rights, and they do not want an active, political
union . The SDS and the Liberals support either the status
quo or a more conservative version of it, and therefore want
a Union that will sit back passively and accept what their
friends do for them. The moderates are prepared to do a
minimum of work and play at being middle of the road.
"Moderation" in Social Democrat terms means fence sitting,
and by doing so they are selling students cLown the drain as
surely as the right wing. When it comes to the crunch,
therefore, there is no distinction.

/1$

In the next few weeks. all of you will be faced with the
decision of electing some new office bearers of GUUS,
some of you will be facing the challenge of running, and
many of you participating in Union affairs for perhaps
the first time. At this time I urge you to seriously consider
where you lend your support.
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In the final analysis, it is in their record of working for
students and not in words from either side, that the right
wing will truly expose themselves. For it is here, in plain
hard work ano effort on issues from activities to TEAS
appeals to orientation week and student welfare, that
the right wing are most noticeable in their absence.

suil.r mtz !

Sian Lewis
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Basic Services
The Union office is hidden away on level -1, University House,
under the refectory. If you can manage to push your way
through the starving hoardes at lunchtime, descend the stairs
past the heavies in the formal dining room, wend your way
past the children in family day care, traverse the mouldy
carpet that was flooded in January and still isn't repaired,
shield your eyes from the garish yellow six foot GUUS sign
outside the office, and still manage to get in through the door,
you'll have arrived. Besides being decorative, colourful, a good
place to get a free cup of coffee if the jug isn't broken, and
one heck of an adventure to get to (see above), we also aim to
be of use. Set out below are some of the major services the
Union offers - we hope you find them useful. Drop down
anytime - the door is almost always open.
1. Advice
About the time you read this heading you'll probably be
suffering from an overdose of advice and friendly hints on how
to get on at University. Advice tends to proliferate on this
campus, and surprisingly enough we have found a lot of it to
be rather dubious. Our advice is to ignore most of the advice
you get, at least until you have time to sort it out for yourself.
One thing that is worth remembering, however, is that the
Student Union is willing to answer your queries on just about
anything, and is a good place to sort out whereabouts in the
Univers ity you need to go to get assistance.

2 . Discounts
Living on TEAS (or lower amounts) gives you a unique
opportunity to practise the art of survival under the poverty
line. While Fraser and his Liberal Government show a strong
desire to want us to starve (thus reducing unemployment and
boosting the economy). the Student Union is actively engaged
in the counter-revolutionary job of keeping you alive enough
to fight back and get your degree.

To aid you in this subversive activity, the Student Union
produces a "discount booklet" each year. This contains such
radical hints as second hand shopping, dealing with real
estate agents and finding housing,cheap meals and eating
places, and contains a range of discounts that the Union has
negotiated on your behalf. Taken to extremes, this in effect
means helping you to pervert ccmsumerism, aid inflation by
not spending money you don't have, and eventually destroying
the basis of free enterprisE: capitalism. We are able to do this
largely through the collective buying power and organisation
of students through the Union, which as everyone knows only
happens elsewhere in communist countries. Most discounts
are available on presentation of your student card, and if
you have any problems please let us know as soon as possible.
It is a good idea to ask for student discount everywhere you go
- it never hurts. The discount book will be available during or
soon after Orientation Week.
3. Information
In addition to the radical material mentioned above, the Union
office also contains I!? "information". This includes a variety
of newspapers, magazines, handbooks and dare I mention it,
leaflets and posters on a wide range of topics and areas of
interest. It is available for use in such anti-social activities as
essays, tutorials etc. or for general interest. The Union
receives copies of most Australian campus student newspapers,
journals on black affairs, uranium mining etc., and several
alternative new services. In addition, we keep files of daily
newspaper clippings on current events and topics such as civil
liberties, the economy, education, women's issues and so on.
Information is readily available on teacher education and
unemployment, homosexuality, sexuality, student unionism, a
library on education, and we also receive many government
journals and documents. Feel free to come into the office and
request information on any subject (never fear, our lips are
sealed and we promise not to tell anyone), but please remember
to return any material you borrow.
4. Legal Aid
At some stage during your University career, you may for a
variety of reasons, find yourself in need of legal aid. In the
case of encounters with the Queensland Police Force, this is
particularly likely to be true as we have observed a nasty habit
they and the court have of never thinking themselves wrong.
For whatever reason, be it car accidents, tenancy hassles,
drug bust. arrest or whatever, the Student Union is there to
help. Firstly, of course you have to calm down enough to get
to the office and tell us what happened. We can then arrange
to do something for you. The Union is not particularly
concerned with your guilt or innocence, but with getting you
assistance. Do remember, however, that the police are often
not as open minded, and read the article on legal rights
before you say anything about guilt or innocence to a
policeperson . All information will be held in confidence by
the Union unless you wish it not to be.
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The following are your options if you find you rself in need
of legal advice.

a desire to print something you should contact the office for
further details. We do ask that people using the equipment
f ind out what they are doing, and clean up their mess after
them. We can only offer this service as long as we get your
co-operation, so help us to keep the costs down by not
abusing it.

A. Student Legal Aid Service - this is a service provided
free to students by final year law students at Quee nsland
University, and is situated in the Union office there. Either
ring them directly on 3711611 or arrange for the Un ion to
make you an appointment. They are particularly helpful for
minor problems like car accidents and are a good starting
point for advice.

7. Travel and Insurance

If you're worried about getting blown up in a Science experiment, run over or washed out to sea on an AES camp, or beset
by a variety of misadventues while participating in clubs and
B. Australian Government Legal Aid - located at the MI M
societies or sporting activities, you should be comforted by
Building in town, you can contact the service on 2292994.
the knowledge that the Student Union covers you for
Most students qualify for legal aid because of the ir income , but insurance. We have two policies: one covering hospital and
you should check with them on the current means test. Due to medical expenses for accidents (after you claim on medibank)
and another that we hope never to use covering death or
Federal Government policy, government legal aid is becoming
permanent disability. This cover is for all Union members.
more difficult to get (due to financial restrictions) and this
One important point to remember is that claims must be lodged
option may prove to be'a defin ite hassle.
within 48 hours of the accident taking place, so notify us as
soon as possible if something happens.
C. Union legal aid - the Student Union wo rks w ith a legal
firm who are willing to represent Griffith students, and apply
In addition to this, the Union has information on student travel
for legal assistance on your behalf. It is essential that you let
and individual insurance options that are provided through the
the Union know before you use this service . If legal aid is
Australian Union of Students. We can issue AUS and Interrefused, the Union will consider contributing d irectly to the
national Student Cards, and provide information on all aspects
costs of your case, but this involves a decision by a student
of travel and insurance that are mentioned in the discount
general meeting. You can contact the Union for more details.
book.
Finally, if you need legal aid then seek it as soon as something
happens to you. The "bush lawyers" in the Union office will
be happy to assist you or refer your case on to the appropriate
Last, but by no means least, the Student Union has in its
avenue.
possession a sense of humour. Others may try to tell you
differently but we would like to assure you that it is safely
5. Loans
locked away in the filing cabinet under 'h'. While on certain
The Union does not directly loan money to students, but we
issues it tends to escape us, you will usually find it returned to
do contribute $3,000 each year to the University's loan scheme its owners reasonably soon. This is an invaluable asset which
for students. Help is available on approaching the University
we hope you are able to cultivate and maintain in your time at
for a loan, and we can advise of possible other sources of funds. Griffith, and is particularly useful for staving off insanity at
exam times. When we in the Student Union lose our sense of
6. Printing
humour (this sometimes also happens to our temper), we
The Union has a gestetner machine, screen printing equipment
hope you bear with us. Life is not always froth and bubble,
and a newly acquired press which are available for use by clubs but with your co-operation and help, it can be a lot more
and societies and groups of students. If you find yourself with
pleasant.
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ACTIVITIES
The activities section of the Student Union is responsible for
all the dances/concerts and occasionally speakers on campus.
In the past, our functions have been well attended and
everyone seems to enjoy themselves. Like all else in this
Student Union, all decisions are made at general union
meetings. So if you have any ideas. comments or would like
to be involved, come along to any Union meeting.
One of the many things I would like to get off the ground.
semester 1s regular market days. If the Orientation Week
Market Day is successful, then it will be a much simpler
organisational matter to arrange ·more. What do you think?
The Activities Officer has always tried to run a working
party - an informal group meeting for discussion and sharing
of work. If you are interested, please contact me. I will be
running around madly during Orientation Week, catch me if
you can! The other alternative is at the "meet the Student
Union Drinks" on Thursday afternoon . This may be the best
time.

EDUCATION
One of the primary a, ers of concern of the Union is with the
Ql•ality, variety and sw.:ipe of our members education and
educational opportunity . The job of Education Officer is to
focilitate your clashes with the education bureaucracy on
campus, advise you wherever possible, and promote and
assist student demands on education on a variety of levels.

regulations which they just aren't at liberty to tell you.
Most of the executive are also familiar with the rules,
regulations and general bureaucracy of progression rules,
assessment appeals, committees, etc., that will affect your
academic life, and have a working knowledge of how courses
are structured and how to change them. It is entirely up to
you whether you involve the Student Union if you have a
complaint or gripe, and we can either represent you directly or
simply advise you on how to go about getting something done.
In the main, you can usually do this yourself but with he lp it
can shorten the process considerably by simply knowing what
to do.

The Union is particularly concerned with the following areas:

1. assisting individual students wlth their hassles;
2. making submissions both formally and informally to
various University bodies on behalf of students on issues
such as assessment, course content, etc., and supporting
student action on same where students feel it necessary;
3. working with other bodies and as a Union in our own right
in areas such as student allowances and funding for
education.
1. Individual Assistance
Over the years, a fair amount of expertise and experience has
been accumulated in helping students deal with such nasty
phenomena as assessment, exclusion, course work hassles and
the even bigger problem of extracting a tertiary allowance from
the Department of Education. While we do not have a
profe~sional staff to help you, you will find people with a long
history of activism in these areas who, in the main, have done
it all before.
Sian Lewis is currently a member of the Student Assistance
Review Tribunal, and has a workinp knowledge of the pitfalls,
rules and regu lations of the Tertiar\ ..education Assistance
Scheme, which are changed every year just to make sure that
he government keeps one step ahead of the students. If you
require help in applying or are unsure about your eligibility for
EAS, make sure you come to the office and find out. While
department officials tend to be fairly helpful, you may find
that they do not always give you a complete picture of all your
ptions and there are often ways of getting around certain
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2. Collective gripes, complaints and problems
In order to be of any use in this area, we are reliant on you to
let us know what problems and ideas you have. It is impossible
even on a campus this size, to keep track of all the injustices
that exist in course content and assessment procedures, and
it is you who can be the best watchdog in this regard.
The University elects student representatives to serve on all
assessment boards , school standing committees and so on, but
refuses to acknowledge that they have any responsibility to the
student body as a whole, or to the students who elect them. It
is therefore up to those individuals who are elected to either
consult student opinion or not, and to inform you of issues
of concern. Therefore, it is up to you to elect people who will
show some responsibility and continually pressure them to do
so. This is not to say that committees in themselves will
achieve anything. At Griffith, students form as small a minorit
as other campuses when it comes to academic matters, and
are largely treated as irrelevant in determining the nature of
courses and procedures (with isolated exceptions). It is a
definite start, however, to at least have advance knowledge of
academia's plans for your life, and certainly makes any
co unter-attack much easier.

Student action on assessment and course content has occurred
in bursts throughout the history of the University, and met with
a range of successes and failures . The most effective of these
campaigns have been where students have been prepared to
collectively enforce their opinions through direct action, such
as strikes and boycotts . While negotiation, petitioning and
talking to staff are necessary first steps in any campaign, these
are often swallowed up in bureaucratic doubletalk that
results in a nil or next to nil gain for students. Above all,
don't be fooled into thinking that Schools (in particular) are
going to give in to polite requests for change, or that the
hierarchy will overrule them - you are challenging their power
to make decisions for you, and they don't like it.
The Student Union exists to give you an even break, and to
counter to some extent the fact that the administration has
been playing the game a lot longer than you have and with a
lot more tricks up its sleeve . Most importantly, don't give in to
threats - if all students in a course support a particular demand
and stick to it, the administra ion have little choice but to give
in. In 1979, the Un ion is particularly interested in getting an
active education group functioning on campus, with a view to
producing a counter-course handbook , and campaigning for
student views. This was tried somewhat unsuccessfully in
1978, and hopefully will spark more interest this year.
Obviously, you have the option to simply accept the status
quo, and spend the better part of 3 years being told what to
do or, you can get involved in determin ing the future direction
your education is taking and take responsibility for helping
you and other students have a direct and effective say.
Collectively, students do have power in this university and
collectively, with some hard work, we can enforce those views.
3. Funding, Financing and the Government
This third and in the long run most s1gnif1cant area of Union
work is perhaps the most difficult, for 1t is hard to see
tangible results for effort. The Tertiary Education Assistance
Scheme, however, did not just happen - it was created through
the pressure exerted by students on campuses and through the
Australian Union of Students in 1973 and 1974, and any gains
and improvements in the Scheme have been similarly fouqhtfor.

Last year, students on this campus were vocal in opposing the
concept of fees or loans to replace or undermine TEAS, and
this will undoubtedly be an issue again in 1979. The Federal
Government is pursuing its policy of slashing public
expenditure, and education is an area that has felt the brunt of
these attacks. It is up to us both in our own interests and
those of future students, to oppose moves to restrict access to
education and return post-secondary institutions to a preserve
for the rich. Education is a right for all people, and this can
only be achieved when students have at least an adequate
income on which to exist. The Union will be producing a survey
this year on student needs and incomes, and for this we need
your co-operation.
Similarly, education funding is being reduced, and this has
resulted in cuts to staffing, halting of new courses and a slowing of Griffith's expansion programme. While this campus's
position is better than many of the older universities and most
of the CAEs, the freeze is nonetheless being experienced.
Reductions in staffing, library hours and similar moves are
direct ways in which the government's policies are felt on
campus. Groups such as women, part-timers and mature-age
students are particularly effected by these cuts as their specific
needs for child care, after-hour services and the like are the
first to go.
In 1979 the Union will again be involved in wri t ing submissions
letters and petitions to government on the state of education
funding and student financing_ But these campaigns can only
be successful with your support. We wtll also be debating
involvement in demonstrations and other public means of
showing our opposition to the erosion of TEAS and educational facilities, and we hope you lend your support to these
actions.
If you have any queries or just want to talk to someone about
anything to do with education, drop in to the Union office at
any time. The elected Education Officer has just graduated,
but any of the rest of the Executive would be happy to answer
questions.

-~~
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ing the first newspaper collective meeting, o r leave your na me
and school in the Union office and someone w ill be in tc,uch.

FINANCE

The Union has two finance managers, one being specifica lly
involved with the Food Co-operative, the other with the genera l
areas of Union funct i_ons, Our re~pons_ib11ity is to oversee the
bookwork, prepare bi-monthly financial statements and
~I
present them to Un ion meetings, assist in preparation of the
Union's budget, and to prepare the Un ion accounts for annual
audit.
The Co-op wi ll open for its 4th yea r t his year T he shop 1s in
University House, below th e Refec , near t he Un ion o ff ice.
Any member of the Un ion is welcome to peruse the books of
account, and we will be happy to answer any questions to
The a,m of the Co-op is to sha re the bu ying power of all
the best of our abi lity. You may catch one of us in the Union
interested membe rs of the university com mun ity, and to
Off ice, but if you want to be sure, it would be best to make
obtain foo d and othe r essent ial good s as c heaply as possible.
an appointment .
We also provide an outlet for second hand boo ks, as well as
home made ite ms such as craft-work, ca kes and b1scu1ts etc.
Th is may sound very boring, mainly because it is. But it is a
The Co -op is run by voluntee rs, an d its continu ed ru nn ing
necessary function that keeps the Union going, and we hope
depends on your par ticipation - on ly dn houi or so each we1:k
that some of you at least wi II show some interest.
is needed if we all do our share !

GU GQ -OPERATM

Di Langley & Roni Lewis

There are no lo nge r any membership fees. Anyo11e 1s free and
welcom e to come and do t he ir shop ping in the Co-op. We buy
in bulk as cheaply as we can, a nd mark up only enough to
cover runnmg costs such as cleaning and maintenanr.e of
equ ipment . Th is means tha t we can o ffer good qual I ty food at
prices wh ich are at least as low, 1f no t lower, than mos t
supermarkets. Because we cater to the dema nds of the
university commun ity , we are o pen to suggest ion and will
vary our stock , ho wever, because of our low mark up, th e
Griffitti is the student newspaper funded by the Student Un ion demand does need to be h igh before we can purchase
specific items.
We aim to print it once a month, and supplement this with a
fortnightly newsletter called "m ini-gritfitti" which comes out
We curren tly offer fo r sale a range of health-food type
as a'1 A4 size newsletter . Having told you the theory of the
products, such as dr ied fruit , nu ts, seeds, he<1ns, as wel l as
maner, we can now get on with the practise.
grocery lines such as fl our, ri ce , sugar, spaghetti, tea. detergent,
If you haven 't got the nessage by now, the Student Union
o il etc etc etc, as well as a sma ll range of c heeses and sal ami
and all its operations rely heavily on voluntary personpower to For a fu ll range of stock and prices, see the Uni on's Discoun c
function . In the media department, we have had a noticeable
Book or better stil l, come down to the Co-op and browse .
absence of this in the last 6 months and the editor resigned late
last semester without having produced an issue. Adm ittedly,
Through the Co-op yo u can recycle a lot of containers you do contribute $25 per year to the Student Union, but
plastic and paper bags, screw to p jars and bottles, plastic
without people to transform this money into activity, it w ill
conta iners e tc - and so kee p the cost of your fo od down , and
continue to remain dormant in the bank.
not add to needless deplet io n of reso urces.

GRIFFITTI

A student newspaper is an important vehicle for communication on campus. It 1s a means of voicing your opin ion and the
opinions of others on a variety of issues that occur off campus
and on it. It is also an important mechanism tor expressing
views not traditionally taken up by the monopoly press, a
means of commun icating about the Student Un ion and its
activities, and anything else you want it to be. Access to the
paper is open to all groups, and all points of view on any
question are welcomed. Where general meetings of students
adopt specific policies against the inclusion of sexist, racist
or heterosex ist material, you may be asked to remove such
comments.
We hope in 1979 that the student press on campus wi II
revive, to re-open this channel of communication for differing
viewpoints and generally to reduce the amount of paper
floating around campus. Articles, poems, graph ics etc. from
clubs and societies, individuals and groups can be leh at the
Union office at any time. With some enthusiasm and effort,
Griffitt i can again be an effective newspaper on campus.
David Boreham is the recent'iy elected editor, and would
welcome students who want to help. Don't be put off by a
lack of experience or expertise, as there are plenty of people
around to help you deve lop them . Look out for signs advertis-
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Du nr.g Orien tation Wee k, t he Co-op will be open fro m 12 till
2. We hope to have a va riety o f alternative lunches for sale
although that will depend on whether eno ugh peo ple have
the time and energy to pre pare them. If ou've the interest and
the inclination , perhaps yo u'd li ke t o ma e up some cakes o r
bick1es, or pe rhaps some con tai ners of yow speciality (e g
exotic Asian di shes, potat o salad) o r w ha tever and bring them
in to be sold.
People Resources Needed

There are various activitie s in wh ich you can par tici pa te to
keep the Co-op going. You don't need any specific s kill s
just enthusiasm and willingness to contnbute an houi o r so
each week. Rosters wi II be drawn u p at che begrnning of the
semester for t hose activi ties that need regu lar part icipation
(such as the sales people to work the cash reg ister du ring t he
hours open for sell ing) . Yo u can also participate in others not
so regula rly . fo r instance, the bulk foods su ch as nuts and
dried fruits have to be bagged mto smaller quan titres and put
on the shelves ready for sale.
A meeting will be he ld to get the Co op yo 111g this yea, , so
please come along if you 're a all interested. The meet ing will be
advertised on notice boards aro und t he camp us.

AUSTRALIAN UNION OF STUDENTS
AUS is the Austra lian Union of Students. It is the national
representative o rganisation for tertiary students. With over
60 affiliated campu s unions and a membership of 225,000
students it is one of the biggest unions in Australia. As a
member of AUS you have a right to know how AUS works
and where it is going in 1979.

in Melbourne. The national officers for 1979 are Chris Hobson
(President) Mark Burford (Education Vice President) John
Sandemann (Media Officer) Ann Gooley (Trainee Teacher
Officer) and Karina Veal (Women's Officer). Two protess1or,a1
research officers are also based at the Secretariat; one is
employed by AUS and the other by the AUS Associate
Members Club. T he Secretariat also houses the administrative
and secretarial support for AUS. Na ~onal officers are in
regular touch with campus presidents, AUS Secretaries and
activists and in the case of the Women's Officer, women's
groups on each campus. National officers will be visiting
Queensland campuses throughout 1979.

Annual Council
In January each year delegates from all campuses affiliated to
AUS meet in Melbou rne as the Annual Council of the AUS.
Delegates are direct ly elected by the students on their
campuses ensuring representation of most points of view on
Australian campuses. Your delegates to 1979 Annual Council
were Sian Lewis, Kay O'Keeffe and Paul Bates. These and
other delegates carried·out the following functions:

Regi ons
AUS is divided into regions which correspond with the States
of Australia. Within each region a re6ional conference is
held before each national executive 'l neeting to allow delegates
to instruct the executive member on how to proceed at the
executive meeting. De legates to regional conferences from
Griffith will be the same people who attend Annual Council as
delegates. Regional conferences are open to any member of
the Union but on ly delegates may vote on a question.

1.Determin ing the pol icies and campaigns for AUS in 1979.
2. Allocating the budget for 1979. The income of AUS is
almost totally d rawn from a fee of 52.50 per student paid
by your local un ion to AUS throughout the year.
3. Election of natio nal officers and executive members.
National officers are paid as full-time officials of the
Union. Executive members are honorary office bearers
and their duties are to attend meetings of the national
executive and oversee the running of the Union between
Annual Councils. Beca use they are students while on the
executive , the contro l of the Union is diffused back into
the States. This yea r's executive member for Queensland
is Paul Sekfy from James Cook University of North

Each region has a paid organiser who carries out AUS policies
and campaigns under the direction of the regional conference.
There are a number of other regional officers who aren't paid.
The regional Wo me n's Officer (RWO) is elected by the
Regional Women's Policy Collective to work with Women's
Groups. The first regional conference of the year elects the
Regional Education Representative (RE R l and the Regional
Trainee Teacher Organization (RTTO) The RER assists in
convening the ·regional education activists committee and the
RTTO co-ordinates trainee teacher activities in the region.

Queensland .

Secretariat and National Officers
The national officers of the Union are bned at the Secretariat
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AUS Secretaries
AUS Secretaries are the local contacts for AUS on campus.
The AUS Secretary is the person who should be able to
answer your questions about AUS. He or she will also be
making regular reports to union meetings and keeping
students in touch with AUS. h takes a far amount of person
power to keep this job going so volunteers are always
welcome.

tertiary student population, and part-timers are a small
but active group on this campus. AUS funds the PESO
organisation to campaign for part·time and external students,
and will in 1979, be employing a research officer to investigate
their needs . Part-time and external students face many of the
problems of full -time students as well as special problems such
as the pressure of work and study (and often family). inadequate library facilities and hours of opening. and general lack
of access to campus facilities.

Why we need AUS
Students like many other groups in society, have very little
individual power. They also have many needs and interests
in common. Some of these include the need for an adequate
living allowance, protection from attacks on individuals by
administrations, and the right to control their own affairs.
For these any many other reasons students need unions. AUS
is a national student union and as such works for students in
the following areas:

WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT
The Women's Department in AUS 1s working to actively
involve, defend and promote the rights of women on campuses
and in society generally. The Women's Officer in 1979 is
Karina Veal , and she will be working with regional women's
groups and campus women's groups to promote AUS policy
in this area. This year the Women's Department will be
working on campaigns such as the right to safe, free
abortion, agains sexism, rape and attacks on women, and for
free and adequate child care facilities.

STUDENT UNIONISM
As with last year, the threat of legislation against student
unions in Queensland remains a strong possibility. The main
Student Financing
AUS has pushed in the past for increases in tertiary allowances. push of this lr.g1slation will be against individual campus
unions in an attempt to eliminate the compulsory payment of
and for an adequate living income for all students. This
fees, and payment of fees to AUS. In other states, this has
affects not only students on TEAS but all students forced to
study m financial hardship, including trainee teachers who will meant that students must still pay the full amount of their
receive a maximum of only $31 per week if they are one of the fees , but it may not be passed over in full to the student
lucky 400 to receive a bursary in this state. This campaign will
body. AUS will again be ,ighting a campaign in 1979 for
continue in 1979 as it has ever since pressure by students in
autonomy and student control of student affairs. Students
AUS caused TEAS to be introduced.
should be free to organise in unions without interference by
governments and campus administrations. If legislation 1s
Trainee Teachers
introduced on Queensland campuses, we will need the full
In 1978 budget restrictions would not allow the employment
support and backing of a national union to fight these
of a full time Trainee Teacher Officer. This year Anne Gooley
attacks.
from South Australia will fill that position and her work will
SERVICES
focus on teacher unemployment. student financing and
education cuts to trainee teacher courses. This work will be of
AUS is also involved in the provision of services to students
particular concern to Griffith student3 doing the joint-course
through AUS Student Travel and the AUS Friendly Society
at Mt Gravatt and intending to teach.
(student insurance services). AUS Travel operates charter
flights and exchange programmes for students, and can make
Education Work Generally
arrangements for many other types of travel and accommodIn the past year two education research officers have worked
ation, both within Australia and overseas. All these services are
on a number of issues in their detailed submissions. Simon
offered at he lowest possible rates, and in some areas are
Marginson 's work has included such things as the closure of
significantly less than commercial agents. AUS Travel is at the
Northern Rivers CAE, the Tertiary Education Commission's
present point in time trading out of past debts, and is
report on education funding, and the Tertiary Education
operating under the supervision of a "Scheme of ArrangeAssistance Scheme. Ron Jones has been working on student
ment" involving all major airlines. A trust account system 1s
housing, and his major concern is graduate unemployment.
currently in operation to protect student money, whereby
These submissions are available to campuses for their own use
monies are held in trust until after travel has been
as well as being sent to relevant government and other bodies.
provided . ;., 1979, AUS has set up a Travel committee to
investigate and report to students on the relationship of AUS
The new Education Vice-President, Mark Burford will be
and AUSST so that students may make an informed decision
working in all areas of education in 1979. Of particular
and about the long term future of student travel.
concern will be student financing, graduate unemployment
and assessment.
The AUS Friendly Society exists to offer a wide range of
general and specific insurance policies designed to meet
NATIONAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER
student needs. These include such things as Bicycle,
Again last year at Annual Council the funds for the National
Calculator, Jewelry and Stereo Insurance, as well as household
student newspaper were cut because of budget restrictions.
contents and life insurance. AUS also offers private health
At 1979 Annual Council, funding was made available to
insurance for both hospital and medical cover to students at
employ a Media Officer, John Sandemann, to put out at least 8 rates much cheaper than commercial ones. All AUS Insurance
issues of a national student newspaper. The first issue is
policies are underwritten by commercial insurance companies.
expected to be available on campuses on March 15. In this way
AUS is able to keep Australian students in touch with issues
These are some of the major areas that AUS will be involved
occurring nationally and in other states
in 1979. Its up to you to get involved in AUS, as it can only
be as effective as you, its members, make it.
PART-TIME AND EXTERNAL STUDENTS ORGANISATION
Part-time and External Students comprise 40% of the total
STUDENTS NEED UNIONS NEED STUDENTS.

EDUCATION
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TEAS didn't just happen

- we fought for it
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ISSUES

ABORTION
Each year, thousands of Old . women travel interstate for legal
abor tions . Othe rs go to back yarde rs and endanger their
health , or , 1f they know of their existence, pay hundreds of
dol lars t o "respectable" doctors who f ind th e afte r hours/ no
receipt abortion business a lucra ti ve sideline. Those women
who have abortions in Qld ns l< a 9 year jail sentence if they
are prosecu ted. The law in this sta e precl udes abortion for all
wo men except those whose live<; wi ll be endange red by
proceeding with t he pregnancy , ie.e. wo men have to be in
danger of dying before an aborti o n wil l be gra nted . The law
req u ires the opinions of rwo doctors that th is is t he case. Few
doctors a re will ing t o risk their professions in other than the
most extreme ctrcumstances. Those who are will ing, because
th e money to be made on abortions is so att ractive, frequently
fail to warn women that having those two opini on s is no
guaran tee against prose cution.

ception, or. in the case of many young women, the fact that
contraception is withheld altogether. Even if contraception
was freely available to all women on request, and even if all
women had detailed information about all available contraceptive alternatives, women would still become pregnant
against their wishes. The fact is that a 100% effective contraceptive does not exist.

The on ly re al option is to t,a vel in terstate. For most women ,
that means an expensive tri p to Syd ne y (wh ich for young
wo men who have never travelled alo ne befo re may in itself be
a traum at ic experience); while an abo rtio n cl inic recently
began operating in Tweed Heads, re po rts of th e practices used
there make it an unattractive and even dange rou s alternative.

Despite the fact that abortion procedures are safe and simple,
however, problems may occur. These are usually related to the
fact that abortion is a big money business, controlled by male
doctors whose primary motive is wealth. While any number of
abortion clinics operate in Australia, very few of them
provide a service with the needs of women given top priority.
Until that situation is changed, women will continue to find
themselves put at risk by doctors whose eyes, clouded by
dollar signs, fail to see them as human beings .

Secondly, despite what certain livid Right-to-Life literature
currently circulating would have us believe, properly performed
abortions do not lead to sterility ; nor do they endanger future
pregnancies. First trimester abortions (up to 14 weeks) are
THREE times safer than carrying a pregnancy to term. Second
tr imester abortions (up to 24 weeks) are no more dangerous
than giving birth . Repeated abortions performed with proper
medical care are no more dangerous than repeated pregnancies.

Pregnancy Con rol has been operating 111 Brisbane tor over a
year, providing an independent fem inist, woman-centred
abort1or1 1eferral se1 vice. Our only co 11cer n is for the welfare of
women, we are determined to ensure that wome n hav ing
abo r tions are able to do so in a safe and supporti ve environ·
men t
Our attitlldes towards abortion and health care are determ ined
by our understanding both o f the nature of wo me n's
oppression, and of the mono polistic nature of heal th care
under cap1tal1sm. Bo h thrive on the state of ign o rance in
which the "consumers" of medical ervic es are ke pt about
their own bodies. This is particularly im portant fo r wo men
As long as women are denied know ledge of, and co ntrol over,
th eir own bod ies, and par ti cularly thei r re productive processes,
freedom will remain an illusion. The unfettered right to decide
when to bea 1 children, an d unres tr icted access to all those
acil ities necessary to impl ement those decisions, is one of the
essential preconditions of women 's li beration.

The only solution, until abortion is completely controlled by
women motivated by concern tor women's health, is to
ensure that fem inist counsello rs work in all abortion clinics
to monitor the practices of doctors, to provide informational
and e mot ional support to all women, and to act as their
advocates.

Pregnancy Control refers only to clinics which employ (or
preferably are run by) feminist counsellors who support the
woman not only before and a~er the abortion, but who also
stay wi th her throughout the procedure, to re-assure her and
to guaran tee he r needs are met. This means that the
counsellor can ensure that the doctor proceeos s1ow1y and
carefully, and that the woman suffers no unnecessary discomfort. It also means that, because the counsellor is able to
explain what is happening, the woman can feel in control of
the situation - abortion is demystified for her. For all
wome n, th is contact with the counsellor is comforting and
Con tr o l is not interes ted in lin ing docto rs' pockets via abortion; helpful ; fo r many, it may be their first positive experience
we are interested in giving women the o pport uni ty to control
wi th another woman .
thei r own lives, and in supporting t he m in the decisions they
make.
The ex iste nce of fem inist run abortion cl inics and referral
centres means that women needing abortions can be given full
We be lieve that aborti on has bee n delibe rately mystified to
and detailed information not only on abortion, but also on all
co nfuse and fr ighte n wo men - to railroad them into mot 11erre lated asoects of women's health - from contraception to
hood and their ·, ightful place". Pro lifers have managed to
vaginal infections. It also means that she is given a choice cl oud the real issue wi th the essentially irrelevant question of
between clinics, between anaesthetics, between contraceptives.
when life begins Howeve,, the real issue is, and no amount of
No-o ne is going to try to make up her mind for her.
reactionary argument can change it , th e right of a woman to
control her own body and her own life. It is the women's life
It means that at the time when a woman is deciding what to
which wil l be irrevocably cha nged by the fo rced continuation
do about her pregnancy, she is given all the information and
of an unwanted pregnancy Her right to dec ide the major
support she needs to make an informed decision on her own
issues of her life 1s be,ng d ented. It is a woman 's right to
terms, freed (at least temporarily) from any pressures she may
decide if and w hen she will become a mother, and no -one
be subjected to by parents/husbands/ boyfriends/doctors and
else' If sh~ chooses abortion we bel ieve it 1s he r right also
so on . She is given the opportunity to decide what she wants to
to have a safe and legal abortio r wi th ready access to as much
do, knowing that she will receive both support and practical
uppor t and ,nto rmatio r as she •eq u1 re .
help whethe r she decides to terminate or continue her
pregnancy.
A fe w facts Unwan ted pregna-,c1es are not the result of
sel fi shness/carelessness/promi scuity . They are t he result of
Pregnancy Control is in Room 107, First Floor, Focal Point
i11efff'ctive conrracept•on misinfor ma tion about contra·
Arcade B. Fortitude Valley ; Phone 52 1444.
0
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SSESSMENT
If you think that assessment should be for

LJe/

(a)
( b)
(c)
(d)

~ qf./b,i s /C>,t,v

/0 ~ ,:,e.-tA./~

helping you to learn
providing feed back on your progress
the sharing of ideas and concepts
development of co-operative study/learning habits

then read on . _ .

nu9 (;.,, s J...o.Jot

For too long the overriding purpose of assessment has been to ensure that graduates have mini mu
capacities. It has had no or little relevance to the individual's needs, wants or desires. Assessment a
Griffith is a little different from other universities - but this is more a matter of degree rather than
a different approach. Attempts have and are being made to make assessment an integral part of the
learning process rather than a "stop-gate" measure.

~ 3.S'Cl>"r-'

not I!;: '
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~ost students will readily acknowledge that some form of assessment is not only necessary but
important to their education. The most trite logic is that a graduate needs to be assured that
his/her degree is wor t h something. You may wish to use it as a down-pa m
for employment.
This logic does not mean that all assessment is necessarily good. u1 e the reverse In order for a
degree to be worth more t h an the paper it is written on, it needs to relat e to the quality of learning
that has taken place.
Most of the present forms of assessment do not do this. In many cases, the assessment article
l\ destroys
all educational aims.
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ZThe "exam" is the most obvious case. In most cases, examinations serve no other purpose than
to test if you can work under stress - and even this they do badly. Examinations do not give you
~ ·
adequate feedback - as the papers are rarely, if ever, returned - to be "educationally useful".
They are a one-way communication. They also serve to divide students and encourage dishonesty
hiding books, stealing notes. The information that can be gained from your examination paper is
~ negligible beside other forms of assessment.

S;r"".

~ ;,
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Yet most educational authorities still use examinations! The most common excuses are - they
are traditiona l, they have worked before (how? why?) and it's not really your concern. Students
have the right to be involved in assessment procedures . It is our education! In one particular cours
at Griffith, students have fought separate battles over four. years to have examinations removed.
They have won in every case, because they argued and persevered. It is quite possible that exams
will be re-introduced again (for the third time) for this course. But we will fight it, on the same
grounds again, and probably win again. Y"Jill they never learn?

~

If your education/degree is important to you then take an active interest in your assessment. If
you don't agree with it, these are the "proper channels".

1.

Discuss it with a sympatheti c staff member - there are quite a few around. Ask w hy it is
included.

2.

Discuss it with your fell o w students. If enough (;ore than thr~of you disagree then go
to the Course Convener.

3.

Course Convener: Ask why? Discuss it . See if it can be changed to something more useful/
more su itable to the course.

t1cd ~
~ .,,,usf:

~
J..(U 14.
5. \J. ~ I to_-~ 7
W'\,1( eow..c.~.

If/when nothing is done call a group/course meeting. Discuss (of course) then write a
petition outlining your reasons for disliking the proposed assessment. See thi/.§_tudent Un iol}]
~ ~ h e l p / gu idance/su pport.
4.

5.

When all e lse fails STR IKE or boycott the course. This is a last stand, if you are convinced
it is necessary then it will probably work.

6.

Follow through and try to see the same thing will not happen again next week/semester/year.

If all this seems a lot of effort then think pretty seriously about what you are doing here anyway .
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THE BRISBANE BLACK
COMMUNITY
Security procedures and then you can begin to realise the
root causes of our poverty cycle. Again the causal factors
are buried deep within the capitalist mentality, if the majority
have no control over the facto rs of production, then you
have industrial anarchy.

The Brisbane Black Community is a complete nation within
a nation, a society within a society, a dispossessed people
locked in an eternal struggle tor survival.
We are 10,000 strong and we have yet to surrender.

We accept that the only solution to our present situation
can only be put together by Black minds and Black sweat.

Within the area of education you will also find serious
conflicts. You cannot expect Black children to cop that
Australia's history began in 1770. The blood of Blacks is
eternally tied to this land and so it shall always be. Our
children cannot relate to a system based on competition,
we will always function collectively, we have no interest in
slaving our guts out so that when we do score a decent job,
our sweat will only serve to make a white man richer.

By understanding the dilemma of the Black, you as a white
Australian can better understand the way the system operates
and the means by which the ruling elite perpetually opposes
vocal minority groups .
Our major problems are in the areas of Law, Health, Housing,
Employment and Education .
In the old days we were a strong and healthy people . We
lived and prospered on our own land. The settlers have come
and taken our land by using the gun and the bible. Our people
now cannot live off the land and we are not even allowed full
entry into the new order, so we now are a sick and impoverished
people. The Black Community has the highest input mortality
rate in the world. If the white community suffered the health
crises that we suffer, then a national d isaster would be
declared and the troops called in . Yet when Black children
die, not even a murmur .
The white nation of this land is purportedly concerned about
the problem of alcohol within our community. We do not
believe that booze is a problem in itself, merely the sympto,YJ
of a deeper and far more serious problem. Stop for one minute
and consider the appalling conditions that our people are
forced to live in. The housing is not fit for dogs, the drainage
is non-existent, the social structure is still shattered and in
shreds, the people have no say in the community affairs, so
why do Black people drink? Our people drink because the
system of oppression under which we live is so harsh and
dehumanising that we have no way forward, no meaningful
alternatives, so we drink, not to forget ; but to remember the
old ways.
In the field of law we have many conflicts. The basic difference
is that our law is based on the need for the community to
function and survive as one collective unit, yet British law is
based on the right of the individual to hold and protect
personal property.
Our community was never consulted about these new laws,
we were hunted with the gun then and we are still hunted
with the gun. Blacks constitute 30% to 80% of prison
populations throughout Australia yet this is called justice.
It is an accepted fact within our community that the courts
perpetually reinforce the status quo and operate against
our interests. It is also an accepted fact that racism pervades
the Justice system from the blue uniform on the street, up
to the hallowed halls and the upper courts.
As well the number of Blacks out of work is a major problem.
The Black worker knows that sometimes one in every five of
his white comrades are on the dole and yet he also knows
that in some communities one in every two Black workers
are long-term unemployed. Align this syndrome with the
situation that very few Blacks are conversant with Social
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Our community is not encouraged to even nominally
participate in this socio-political structure, even when we
do turn out at the polls and assist a particular party to
power we then are forced to sit back and watch while some
senile old fool calling himself a Governor-General steps in
and sacks that party from Government.
Now, as never before, our people's survival is threatened.
The Fraser coalition is a scourge on this land and therefore
must be attacked.
We as Black people shall never surrender our land, so you as
white Australians must continue to struggle for Freedom.
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"This is our Queensland model - the special jackpot provides a street march permit or 14
day all inclusive stay at Boggo Road or $100 bail money."
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CIVIL LIBERTIES
The question of civil rights in Queensland is of one of growing
concern to major sections of the community. Since the
introduction of the ban on political street marches, some 18
months ago, well over a thousand people have been arrested
demonstrating their commitment to civil rights, while
thousands more have attended rallies opposing the antidemocratic activities of the National/Liberal government.
March 15 has been planned as a national day of demonstration
for civil liberties and the right to march in Queensland. At the
present point in time, Bjelke-Petersen's Queensland is a state
where you cannot participate in a political march, attend a
meeting in a park, or even hand a leaflet to another person
without fear of police violence or arrest. During past months,
the government has attempted to deny the existence of the
ban and discredit those who have taken part in the campaign
to date. The following article is an attempt to present the
real story, not the Petersen myth.

The law has created violence not the demonstrators.
Let's Share the Streets
The disruption to traffic by the March 15 march, if it were
allowed, would be minimal. It would take only 15-20
minutes, if that, for a march of up to 3,000 people to pass
any one given point.
The march route, and time for the route, have been widely
advertised. Thus people should be aware that, if they do not
wish to be inconvenienced, they can take an alternative route.
As in South Australia, polices ould assist in such re-direction
of traffic as to ensure minimum disruption.
Who Are the Radicals?
Yes, some groups are communist and marxist, but so what!
Groups and individuals that protest against the restriction
on street marches represent a variety of political beliefs.

Would Bjelke-Petersen call the following groups communist:
The Question of Violence
The possibility of violence occurring in street marches is purely church organisations, branches of the R.S.L., educationalists,
environmental groups, high school student groups. Other
speculation, and based on no evidence other than the clash
supposed communists include Young Nationals, Young
with police since the introduction of the street march ban .
Liberals, Young Labor, Archbishop Arnott, Archbishop Rush,
Where Does the Violence Come From?
and Dean George. All these people have questioned the stand
With the implementation of the present legislation there has
taken by Bielke-Petersen and the Queensland government.
been an increase in violence, created by continual confrontation
between police and demonstrators.
All groups and individuals whether they be right-wing, leftwing, communists or just concerned about the state of
This was most evident on October 22nd last year when national Queensland are united in their opposition to the ban. ~uch
demonstrations against Uranium were held, and only in
unity in the future is also necessary to abolish a violent law.
Queensland did they result in violence.
Who Are Allowed to March?

Bielke-Petersen has stated that 346 march permits were
applied for over the last year. Of these 316 march permits
were granted.
Such figures are not an indication of a "generous" policy

44,000 marched in the streets of Sydney and Melbourne
without arrests and violence. 5,000 tried to march in
Brisbane where violence broke out because of the ban on
marches by the Queensland government.
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they can't.

adopted by the Government. Many marches held in
Queensland are clearly not "political" as they define them .

As Petersen said, "The day of the political street march is
over." (Courier Mail, 4/9/77)

Last year for Anzac Day and Labor Day many perm its
were granted. Given that such marches were held in all
cities and country towns in Queensland, up to 300 permits
W')Uld have been granted for these two marches alone.
CJther groups such as the Salvation Army and the Warana
Day Committee would have made up the majority of the
other 16 permits granted.

The Permit System
A return to the old permit system is no real answer. The many
groups which were refused permits to march before the change
in the law did not have their appeals upheld . Some groups
were informed up to a day before the planned march and
therefore were not given a chance to lodge any appeal before
the march.

Of the other 30 groups denied permits, how many of those
would have disagreed with the Petersen or Queensland
government's opinions and policies?

The appeal system, to be less discriminatory, should be that
of the South Australian system where police have to prove
to the courts that a march should not take place.

Many groups over the past year have not applied for permits
because they knew that a permit would not be granted.
Other groups did not seek a permit, as a protest against the
selective banning of street marches. For example, the Palm
Sunday procession, Civil Liberties Groups, Women' s Groups,
Gay Groups and Trade Unionists have all refused to apply
for a permit, in protest at the law.

The Situation in South Australia - Why Not Queensland?
In South Australia, all people have the right to march
WITHOUT A PERMIT. Police are notified in advance so
that they can re-direct traffic where necessary, and if police
want to stop the march, it is up to them to appeal to the
courts.

Law Enforcement or Abuse
Though there is legislation similar to the Queensland
legislation in other states, the situation is vastly different
in that the governments in those other states allow political
street marches.

This position on marches has not led to the violence in the
streets that we have seen in Queensland. It has allowed public
debate over major issues.

· In other states Anti-Uranium groups, Women 's groups, Gay
Rights groups and Queensland Solidarity groups are allowed
to march and publicly present their issues. In Queensland

If you want further information on the Civil Liberties
Campaign and the March 15 mobilization, look out for the
leaflets on campus, or drop in to the Union office.
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DRUGS

WILL YOU SURVIVE THE GRIFFITH DOPE
SCENE?
Fiona Lipsmack

I am not in the habit of sitting in dark corners and giggling
incessantly at my toes.
I have never murdered, nor sexually assaulted anyone, and
I am certainty not dead . While there are those who would
argue otherwise, I at least do not consider myself to be a
lazy degenerate.
Of course, I am by no means unique in this regard. My
ability to avoid these pitfalls of life is only remarkable if
one believes the bullshit that is sti II being peddled by most
of the saggy-arsed politicians and "community leaders"
who feel compelled to comment on the supposed effects
of smoking marijuana and hash ish.

influence on your experiences at 'this institution.
The Purchase
In attempting to buy dope around the campus one should
not be impatient or abrupt. The surest way to get a cold
and silent reception from a group of smokers is to rush
up to them in the cafe and demand in a loud voice "Got
any dope to sell?" Remember, dope is illegal and curious
strangers are always regarded with suspicion. Take your
time, get to know people reasonably well before you raise
the question and you wi II find that they are far less
paranoid and generally more helpful.
The Price
This varies from time to time. Try not to pay more than
$35 an ounce for marijuana or more than $100 an ounce
for hashish. Budding economists should realise that when
supply is restricted and demand is high you may be required
.o pay more than this.

The Use
One can get stoned by either smoking or eating dope. While
smoking is more economical, the latter is far more pleasant
(especially for those who don't smoke tobacco) and the
resultant "high" is more euphoric and longer lasting. It
should be emphasised that dope has to be cooked into

I am a dope smoker of four years standing and consider
myself as living proof of the fact that the pursuit of this
"gentle art" is virtually harmless. If there is any danger
at all associated with this practice I remain convinced
that it is of far less magnitude than the dangers inherent
in that not-so-gentle but oh-so-popular art of "getting
pissed".

/'es ulf

This conviction of mine is derived from personal experience .
If you require a more authoritative source then I would add
that most of the medical and governmental enquiries that
have been conducted on the use and effects of dope have
come to similar conclusions, the essential difference being
that they had less fun than I did doing field research.
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Universities are, of course, not the only places where dope
is smoked. It is such a widespread practice these days that
the young fresher may already be a seasoned smoker,
indulging at parties and perhaps even taking the odd smoke
at school recess. You may have already cultivated the
ability to say "far out" without blushing . However, if you
have never seen dope being smoked or met anyone that
smokes it, then your years at Griffith are certain to
educate you in this field if no other. Dope smoking is part
of the general scene at Griffith and as such, it will have an
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something if one is to gain the best results from eating hash cookies are the easiest to prepare and the most
convenient.

MATURE AGE
STUDENTS

I could write a book on the etiquette of actually smoking
or eating dope. However, the most essential rule to observe
is not to be greedy. It is most "un-cool" to possessively
hoard one's dope just as it is similarly un-cool to continually
use other people's without returning the favour.

Attending a tertiary institution for the first time can be a
bit of an ordeal, unless one is an exceptionally confident
individual. For those of us who are mature-age students,
the ordeal can be made "'.IIOrse by problems which do not
beset the younger school leaver. In saying this, it is not
my intention to underplay the difficulties which man y
younger students will also encounter.

Dope should always be shared among people; an intensely
possessive approach to this drug is antithetical to its very
nature.
I have tired other drugs ranging from mild hallucinogenics
o close association with heroin. I cannot positively
recommend any drug (nor would I recommend cigarettes
for that matter) because they differ with different people.
I have enjoyed them but you may not. The best suggestion
I can make is that you get hold of "Recreational Drugs"
available at selected bookstores. (Queensland Uni. is the
only one I have heard of.) This is an excellent book which
describes a wide variety of drugs, their cost, their effect,
and their disadvantages. It is the best I have ever seen .

Mature-age students range in age from 21 upwards, but
the majority falls into the late twenties and thirties age·
group. Many of us ceased formal education in our teens
and embarking on a university career after this long an
absence from study is a rather intimidating prospect. Those
of us who risk it are generally very strongly motivated. I
might add that the fears of most such students regarding
their ability to cope academically are usually groundless,
since the majority perform quite satisfactori ly and a few
do extremely well.

The main thing to remember is that most "recreational
drugs" are illegal. You can be very heavily fined or jailed
for possession if you get caught. Total prevention is not
possible so one must be careful, especially when procuring
o r selling .

Since many mature-age students are married, any real or
imagined problems may be exaggerated by the difficulty in
organising family life to fit in with study. Such problems
are both financial and personal. A number of mature-age
students, both male and female, are forced to combine
full-time study with part-time work in order to support
themselves and their families. In some cases the families
of such students accept a lower standard of living and a
degree of financial insecurity so that the parent can avail
himself/herself of his or her right to a tertiary education.
Other problems for mature-age students with families include
that of pre-school, after school and vacation care for their
children. As yet there is no provision for on-campus child
care though Family Day Care and vacation care is avai Iable
through the Board of Community Services.
These are the most common problems confronting mature-age
students. There are however many others which are dictated
by individual circumstances. These are often of a personal
nature such as opposition from a husband or wife to their
partner's studying. We also have a number of single parents
and their problems are legion.
In spite of the difficulties mature-age students manage to
participate very well in the life of the University. Last year
in particular saw an increased involvement of these older
students in the Students' Union. Currently there are three
mature-age students on the Union's executive. They are
Di Langley. 2nd year Humanities, Roni Lewis, 2nd year
MAS and Pat Hovey, 3rd year MAS. All members of the
executive are available to all students to discuss problems
which may arise. Di, Roni and Pat are particularly willing
to talk over problems with their fellow matu re-age students.
Our experiences may be of assistance to you and even it they
are not, we are always happy to offer a sympathetic ear,
either in the Union office or the common rooms.

I personally see no great benefit in getting madly pissed
(alcoh_oll but recognize anyone 's right to do so if they
so desire. Some of my best friends are "piss-freaks ",
The same applies to the colloquial "druggie". Th is is
only a small section of his/ her life - do not look only to
this for a guide of a person's nature .

Pat Hovey

All drugs are intended for pleasure so use them or not as
it pleases yourself and keep in mind tolerance,
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SEXUALITY
non-feeling, unrelated to the individual couple, and
prescribed in advance according to the strange rituals
of the heterosexual twilight world. The man has certain
things he is supposed to do in a certain order, and the
woman likewise. It is difficult for the healthy homosexual
to grasp how alienating heterosexual "love" really is, but
perhaps we can glimpse it when we examine that curious
artifact, the sex manual.

Things may be changing, but when I went to school, sex was
either not discussed, boasted about or giggled over. Homo·
sexuality was not even considered. The ideal relationship was
one of complete "ownership" where each partner declared
"undying love" and committed themselves forever (or as long
as it lasted). Sex was a decision reached between two people but
severely limited by time, space, partners and available
contraception.
I would like to believe that these same restrictions and social
taboos do not exist in a University, but they do. The
difference lies in degree. Universities are often slandered as
being "permissive" - this should be our goal. Homosexuals on
campus receive varying reactions, but most importantly they
have a chance of being open and neither ridiculed or forced
to feel guilt for their sexual preferences.

2.

The Sexual Manual
These are books, and the heterosexual world abounds
with literally hundreds of them, that actually describe,
step by step, the actions that heterosexuals are sllpposed
to perform when they "make love".

3.

One of the most rewarding changes from School to University
is the chance to meet and form friendships with those of the
opposite sex. Both male and female have an equal and important
role to play, and lasting friendships - not based on sexual
relationships are the norm - rather than the exception. The
important consideration is stop thinking boy/girl and starting
thinking person. Sexual relationships will also benefit greatly
from this maxim. About sexuality - the old saying "if it feels
good do it" + a thought for the other/s concerned, is a good
guide. Psychologists assure us that there is no sexual deviancy
that is "essentially" bad and that the most dangerous are those
you consider bad. Sexual abnormality does not exist - it is in
the mind. The easiest way to confront a sexual fear is to talk
about it - think about it - and then attempt to rectify it by
acceptance or dismissal.

Marriage
The "marriage" is a bizarre form of practice and one which
is far too complicated to describe here. Briefly considered,
it is an agreement between two heterosexuals to live
together for the rest of their lives and never relate sexually
to anyone but each other. Though we might think such a
strange arrangement might at least produce some degree
of honesty, the opposite is often the case as the heterosexual compulsion to project totally false images becomes
more and more obsessive over the years.

These are only a few of a multitude of the rituals that heterosexuals perform or believe in. To date, there has been no
comprehensive theory why heterosexuals develop in this
fashion. Medical authorities have tentatively suggested that
heterosexuality may be the result of a hormonal imbalance
but this has yet to be validated by research.
One thing is certain. The problem will not go away by our
pretending it does not exist. Nor will making heterosexuality
a crime deter these people from seeking each other out and
arranging secret liaison. We who are more fortunate must
learn compassion for those who cannot help themselves and
are inexplicably drawn to these bizarre practices. If we do
not close our eyes, if in fact we devote extensive research to
the whole range of human sexuality, then perhaps we can
eventually release the diverse sexual elements in all of us
and restore these unfortunates to society.

Sexual norms, like any societal norm, are maintained by your
acceptance. If you do not "approve" of current norms, e.g.
women shouldn't "screw around" but men have to to prove
themselves, then say so. Things only change when you take a
positive stand. It isn't good enough to know that such things
are unfair or unjust you must resist. The easiest and most
logical place to start is in personal friendship - talk about
it - it will change.

HETEROSEXUALITY
While many people naively think that heterosexuals are easily
recognized, the reverse is very often the case for in reality very
few ar~ the close-cropped snarling man or the simpering passive
woman we see in the movies. Many lead outwardly normal
lives and the gentle boy next door and the tough competent
girl down the street may have more than a passing interest in
each other.
What then is heterosexuality? Most heterosexuals find it very
hard if not impossible to love those of their own sex. Simply
put, heterosexuality is the inability to love your own sex and
the subsequent release to the opposite sex.

Strange Rituals
Through the ages patterns have emerged that delineate the
heterosexual as a specific grouping. The most obvious of these
are their rituals. Here are some examples.
1.

Forms of heterosexual union: There are two forms of
heterosexual union: the "affair" and the "marriage".
In both the sexual activities themselves are mechanical,
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HOMOSEXUALITY

2.

Homosexuals are bitter and unhappy. If you could not
openly express your love and were continually abused/
rejected because of your sex life ... Oppression creates
unhappiness - so change it.

3.

Lesbians really want to be men and vice versa. Not even
worth a comment.

Homosexuals aren't different, warped, sad - just oppressed.
So what can you do? Stop yourself or anyone else cracking
"poofter" jokes or making snide remarks. Don't be afraid to
offend people who stoop this low. When you hear of
discrimination - act - join the opposition. When you meet
homosexuals, treat them like people - (they are, you know).
During the year there will be Union Campaigns against specific
cases of discrimination. Show your support.

To many people, homosexuality is someone else's problem,
like a disease - to be borne with or ignored. Many people
feel sorry for homosexuals and their problem. But the
truth is that we are their only problem. Most homosexuals
are perfectly happy, sexually fulfilled people with only one
problem - discrimination. There are some people who refuse
to regard homosexual ity as a natural human response and
continue to deny homosexuals the rights that heterosexuals
take tor granted.

At the moment there is no organised homosexual group on
campus. Should you wish to start one, feel free to contact the
Union. If you would like any further information on
homosexuality the Union has a number of documents. Drop
in - for a chat - a friend or whatever.
There are a number of organisations that offer friendship and
support - (they could also do with yours).

Educational institutions are no exception - the most
blatant cases of discrimination coming from teachers' colleges
where authorities claim that "being openly homosexual makes
you unfit to teach". This belief stems from a number of
misconceptions and myths.

Campus Camp and Campus lesbians, C/- Union, University of
Queensland Union. Ph. : 371 1611

Myths about homosexuals (often derived from ignorance
and fear) .

Metropolitan Community Church (Brisb.), P.O. Box 317,
Fortitude Valley. 4066. (Christian homosexual group)

1.

Acceptance, P.O. Box 100, East Brisbane. 4169. (Catholic
homosexual group)

CAMP (Campaign Against Moral Persecution) & Patchwork,
379 George St., Brisbane. 4000. Ph.: 221 9373.

Homosexuals molest children - do you? Well don't
expect that sexual preference will automatically promote
this. Studies have proved that heterosexuals are more
likely to molest than gays.

or drop in at the Union office for advice and information.

Hints for the heterosexual when first meeting a homosexual.
1.

Do not run screaming from the room. This is rude.

2.

If you must back away, do so slowly with discretion.

3.

Do not assume s/he is attracted to you.

4.

Do not assume you are not attracted to him/her.

5.

Do not expect that s/he is as excited about meeting a heterosexual as you may be about meeting a homosexual. He/she
was probably raised with them.

6.

Resist "proving" you are straight. S/he probably already knows.

7.

Do not asks/he hows/he got this way. Instead ask yourself how you got that way.

8.

Don't be afraid to touch him/her. Homosexuality is neither a disease nor contagious.

9.

Don't assume that s/he wants to talk about being gay.

10.

Don't assumes/he doesn't.

11.

Do not trivialize his/her experience by assuming it is a bedroom issue only. Homosexuals are gay all the time twenty-four hours a day.
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THE most frustr~ti~g thing about them is that
they just won't be honest. They're in a bind.
They have to let you know about the power of
the situation, but can't ta.lk with you about it
face to face.
Of course they have dealings with you,
perhaps speak your language, even use first
names. But they politely change the subject
when it gets too close to the reality that
everyone senses.
They know about it, all right. Now and then
they let it slip in Iittle ways: they're the
elephants and you're the chickens, no matter
what the stature of the elephants, no matter
how much they proclaim their equality with
the chickens.
Watch them. Watch them carefully. Sense
when they talk their power-talk, notice the
slight waver in their voices when they pull
arguments out of the air, makeshift
fabrications put up just for the moment.
When it dawns on you what the place is
about, you can only trust yourself and your
fellow students, because all else is facade.
Nothing is sacred.
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A STUDENT VIEW
An Overview

Academic Bureaucracy

Probably before you arrived here you wou Id have been gi ve n
the standard speech about Griffith being different. If you
weren't, you have no need to worry because by the end of
Orientation Week (and indeed for the next 3, 4 or however
many years) you will hear it ad nauseum. The essential
"difference" about Griffith is that the bureaucracy have
perfected the art of keeping students in the ir place by
inviting, encouraging and even demanding that you become
involved in a University that they have no intention of
giving you an effect ive say in. Oh yes, they wi ll give yo u
roles to play on committees and tell you you 're importan t,
but when it comes right down to it, they have the power
and they intend to keep it.

The Schoo l un it is t he basic pro blem for students. In the
mai n, students are an unp leasant necessity that keeps
academics in jobs, resear'ch money, and where necessary,
teach ing, to increase their status in the community and test
their theories for their books. The head of this unit is the
School Chairman (sic) who performs the vital link of liaison
with higher up the chain of com mand, keeping the staff ir,
line {o ften without success) and performing academic
nasties on students. The Schoo l Admin istrator co-ordinates
the secretarial work fo r the Schoo l, including records,
progression rules, etc. In practice these people have a
powerful sway in School affairs and your life and can be
ext remely dangerous to you r ca reer at Griffith if offside.

In words, of course, Griffith has a lot to offer student s - it
has "innovative", "experimental ", " participat io n" and
above all "interdisciplinary " to coat the t ruth with , and
these th ings can be important all ies for the student . If you
want to play the ir game, these are concepts to use against
them if you want anything because t hey stri ke a little close
to home .

Wi t hin each School is a baffling ar ray of working parties,
committees and boards which desig n courses, establish
assessment and examination procedu res, and administer
progression rules in accordance wi t h overall University
po licy . Student representation on these bodies varies from
School to Schoof, but is so insignificant as to be
inconsequential. Once policy is adopted by these groups
it is forwarded to the School Standing Committee, where
apart from minor details it is effect ively too late to change
them. There are two students on St and ing Committee, who
have no effective say.

On the surface, Griffith is not a traditional university, and
in many ways it is better than other campuses. Its size and
structure are more conducive to student action and
involvement, and there are still a number of staff around
who believe enough in the Griffith experiment to be open
to suggestion and change. Over the years however, the pu II
towards conservatism and conformism has grown larger,
and gradually the gaps in the bureaucracy, that mad e and
make change possible, are d isappearing. It is o nly with
student activity that this can be stopped, for eve n now we
are being removed a step further from the chance to
participate directly in the form our educatio n takes.

Higher up the chain of command is the Academic Committee,
wh ich approves all major course designs, assessment
procedures etc. from the Schools, and establishes the overall
academic philosophy for Griffith (wh ich is conveniently
absent on paper and conveniently varied verbally to suit
need). Wh ile it is a powerful body th at exercises a restraining
influence on the too radical or conservative proposals from
the Schools, the degree of School autonomy almost always
ensures that student complaints and gripes are absorbed into
the negotiating process before they ever reach it. Student
re presentatives on Academic Com mittee are not those on
Standing Committees and hence have little idea of what
goes on in Schools. It is only w hen students yell loud
enough and strong enough tha t Academic Committee will
hear officially of a problem and act on it, and this is usually
do ne without formal student consu ltation with those
concerned with the complaints and primarily aimed at
rectifying School situations that are " out of hand".

This article is opinionated - it is the collective opi nio n of
a variety of student views that have been vocally stated to
and by the Union on many occas ions . If it shocks yo u, the
staff or the bureaucracy itself, then it will at le ast have
achieved the purpose of provid ing the basis for further
discussion that has for so long been igno red or written off
as a hopeless task.

The Two Parts

At the top of the Academic Bureaucracy is the University
Council. Th is is primari ly a rubber st am p for Academic
Co mmittee proposals, which is o ccasionally passed a
"contentious" issue to keep it feeling important. In the
past two years, effective discussion at Council has taken
p lace on graduation dress(!), publ ication of student
academ ic results and the compulsory study of language in
t he School of Modern Asian Studies (t he "numbers"
determined beforehand).

There are two important and integrated pa rts to the
bureaucracy at Griffith which are quite diffe re nt in
nature . The administrative bureaucracy is a cohesive set
of units which has a rigid chain of command , and a power
structure and hierarchy that is ri gidly defined . Wh ile
grumblings exist, they are usually worked out inte rna ll y
and tend not to affect the overall functioning of the
operation. The other is an academ ic bureaucracy , which 1s
decentralised in nature and where a deal of effective power
is vested in the Schools. This latter is of primary concern
to students as it most directly affects your lives, and will
be of primary concern in this article. The two bureaucracies
complement each other, and integrate at the top with the
Vice-Chancellor, whose job it is to keep each running as
efficiently as possible.
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The Schools
A.

Interdisciplinary studies is a farce in AES, and this is a major
gripe. Also there are some particularly bad units which you
should recognise fairly readily by the absence of people at
tutorials, lectures, etc. AES, as with other Schools, is
excellent at giving you pieces of paper at the beginning of
semester that suddenly at the end of it become extremely
important. These usually include your exams, course and
assessment programme for the semester which if you do
not complain about immediately will be used as their
justification for saying you can't do anyth ing about it.
So read it carefully.

HUMANITIES

Humanities is the worst school for students, and the best
example of decentralisation run riot. Each School relies
heavily on the nature of the staff within it, and Humanities
is noticeably affected by the in-staff brawling and 20 or so
sets of opinions which it has on nearly every issue. This has
resulted in the removal of 3 chairmen (sicl) within 4 years
of teaching, and teaching characterised by division, counterteaching of each other's theories, and with few exceptions a
hatred of students who stand in the way of the important
business of life mentioned above.
To get by in Humanities the observant student will take note
of staff likes and dislikes (both personal and theoretical) and
act accordingly. Since 1975, Humanities has altered its
courses radically each year with the effect that no-one can
pin down how bad some of them are because they are never
repeated exactly the same. Petitions, boycotts, and strikes
by students are rife in the School, and Humanities are experts
at stomping on them. You should treat negotiation with the
utmost suspicion in the School, and demand written
confirmation of promises and information wherever possible.
If you chose to sit back and take it, resign yourself to a long
3 years and in particular avoid people you are offside with
like the plague.

B.

M.A.S.

While staff divisions exist in MAS also, they are in the main
divided into 2 or 3 groups which co-operate far better than
Humanities when it comes to work - or at least they leave
each other alone. As in Humanities, the School Administrator
is a powerful person and one to watch (talk to any student
who's been there a while).

SCIENCE

The biggest and most obvious hassle in Science is workload,
where students are expected to perform superhuman efforts
by attending 25-30 hours teaching per week, and still churn
out essays, pracs, etc. by the dozen . Although a number of
students see it as a necessity to cram mass ive amounts of
generalized and specialised knowledge into 3 years , the re
are isolated pockets of resistance. The Union would be
interested in more information about Science, so , . how
about it?

Htvio,

Major problems in MAS have been experienced in sociology,
economics and language. Both of the former streams of
study are taught with a one-sidedness and insistence on
terminology which makes the term interdisciplinary a farce.
Particularly interesting is the attempt to teach Western
economics and apply it to Asia without any alternative
approach allowed. Student action in this area has met with
widespread opposition by many staff who consider it an
infringement on their academic qualifications that students
should challenge their authority to know what's best for
them.

Ha» CNJ
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The general nature of staff politics is conservative in the
extreme, so if you want to put forward alternative or left·
wing views in courses be sure of the staff member's attitude
in marking beforehand if you want a guaranteed pass. As a
general rule, you will probably have to do more work to get
by if you wish to oppose a particular lecturer's views. The
Language Centre and some of its staff are major points of
contention in MAS, and you are well advised to seekl an
opinion from the MAS ranks before choosing your language
(particularly in first year).
C.

D.

Science is a bit of an unknown quantity, as few complaints
ever get as far as the Student Union, and only a few are
mentioned generally around the University. One gets the
impression that students and staff stick together a lot more
and sort out internal problems better than most. Generally
the more conservative and traditional nature of the course
has bred more conservative students with less complaints,
but problems do occur.

A,E.S.

This School appears to be a little better on the surface and
staff tend to be more informal, concerned and interested
in students overall. The "baddies" tend to be a small but
vocal minority in the School who can be avoided without
too much hassle. Some staff (ask around) are notable for
stringent marking, great expectations and shall we say it,
preferential treatment, so seek advice about this.
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Administrati\e Bureaucracy
SECRETARI AT

This is likely to concern you less in your time at Griffith,
and rates more in the nuisance value category than any
other. A number of people in the administrative
bureaucracy are highly sympathetic to students, and these
(as with the academic staff) will become apparent.

It is unlikely that you will ever go near or even into the
secretariat. The only likely contact will be with Peter Cass.
He is "in charge" of waiving parking fines. As long as you
treat him with the utmost respect, he will be polite and
considerate. If you don't, I don't like your chances.
Remember it is only a game . If they l('lant to play by
certain "rules" then it is often better·tmore fruitful)
to recognise them as such and play along.

It is vital to remember that the majority of people that you
will probably deal with on administrative matters are office
workers and secretaries who have little or nothing to do
with making policy decisions and are only there to carry
out orders. Treat them well 3,1d you will generally find them
helpful. Their pos1t1on on campus is not much different to
students and you should keep this in mi:-id.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
This is the other main area you should know about,
as Site and Buildings control parking, room bookings,
etc. If you keep in mind that S & B design buildings,
make roads and decorate both externally and internally.
and that students are a blight put on campus to plague
them, you'll have the right attitude in approaching
them. Several of the staff will take no pains to make
this obvious if you don't believe rne. Interestingly, they
also treat academics with similar contempt. If S & B
prove a hassle, go and complam higher up - it's always
worth a try. Also remember that they give parking fines
but do not have responsibility for waiving them, which
is one of Peter Cass 's Jobs in the S cretariat.

The divisions in the main have clearly delineated powers of
responsibility and no amount of effort will get more than
their specific functions performed. Community Services is
the most helpful to students, and will go out of their way
to assist you if they can . Generally, student contact with
the administration ,s confined to loans, enrolments and
re-enrolments, parking fines and the like.

C.A.L.T. - THE ACADEMIC ROLE
The Centre for the Advancement of Learning and Teaching
exists to give "theoretical justification" to any education
practice or malpractice that academia/administration desires.
The academic staff of C.A.L.T. are "experts" in educational
practice. As you may well imagine they wield a great deal
of background or secret power.

SITE AND BUILDINGS
This is responsible for enrolmen sand re-enrolme nts,
keeping master files of student records, student loans
and so on. Points to rememb r about Student Affairs
are that they tend to be helpful but very officious.
Don't be afraid to approach them, but note that they
do not take kindly to people who send in their forms
late, and save yourself SlO by paying your money on
time. If you can't afford it, get a tud nt loan.

It is Jery doubtful whether you as a student will have
anything much to do with this side of C.A.L.T. because
it is rarely, if ever, that C.A.l.T. speaks to or even recognises
students. They exist quite independently, and they believe
harmoniously, without any student voice. When one realises
that these people have a major part in determining all
assessment practices - the situation becomes almost
ludicrous. Add to this the fact, as our "esteemed" ViceChancellor puts 11, "experts'' are the strongest people to
resist change and the mfluence and power of C.A.L.T.
academic staff is not ludicrous but frightening. They need
to be watched! Constantly.

1

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR'S OF FICE
This is where the "buck stops". In theory this University
is run by committees, in practice many top level divisions
are made by one man - this one - the Vice-Chancellor.
As the old saying goes, "he has a finger in every pie".
Your relationship with Prof. Will tt is very good, but only
if you treat his time with the cons,uerat 10n 1t deserves.
When you have tried all other prop r channels (sending
information copies to the V1ce-Chancellor), then make an
appointment, and see him. We have found that he will
always listen but may not alway agre. or be in a position
to take any positive action. By the time you are ready to
go and see him, you should have contacted the Student
Union.

Every once in a while C.A.L.T. will circulate a survey. Not
to get your opinion as much as to "validate" their own.
Fill them in! But be careful. If there are no options you
like or if they have asked the wrong questions - write over
them. If you do not fill 1n the surveys, C.A.L.T. will assume
that they were right in their initial view - that students are
really not important enough to worry about.

C.A.L.T. -

Having given you a basic idea of the bureaucracy and some
of its features, we leave it to you. An important part of
coping with life on campus is understanding how the
bureaucracy see themselves, and hus becoming able to
play them at their own game. Over the p ge is a chart
of the hierarchy and how it operates - memorize it
carefully as it will no doubt be of use fairly soon. We
have also included articles by all the divisions themselves
which should come in handy in understanding their
interpretation of their role.

THE AUDIO-VISUAL ROLE

A completely different set of staff and consequently story.
The C.A.L.T. audio-visual staff are extremely co-operative
but are also very overworked. Like most of the staff "doing
a job" here they have a far more complicated and hectic
work-day than would first appear. Treat them like normal
people - even friends - and they will co-operate equally
with you .
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>> At the time of publishing, Science was
deciding on a new chairman. This is our guess - it may be wrong.

HOW THEY SEE THEMSELVES
THE ADMINISTRATION
The Vice-Chancellor's Office Centre for the Advancement
The Office and the Vice-Chancellor tend, therefore, to'
of Learning and Teaching
busy but they do try hard to be approachable and accessible.
be

The Office is located on the second level of the Library
Building; Val Rolley as Administrative Assistant. Adriana
Fuller as Research Assistant and Debbie Russell as Secretary
will always find time for another problem and the coffee is
good. The Vice-Chancellor can often be nobbled in
University House at lunch time and welcomes contact there .

C.A.L.T. (The Centre for the Advancement of Learning and
Teaching) is a group within the University whose purpose is
to assist with the design, presentation and evaluation of its
teaching programme . There are two groups within C.A. L.T.
The first is concerned with planning courses and methods of
assessment, and course and teaching evaluation. The other is
important in the course presentation stage, supplying audiovisual advice and maintenance (and where necessary operation)
of projection and recording equipment.

T he Pro-Vice-Chancellor

Council has recently appointed Dr Bob Ross, Director of
C.A.L.T. to be the Pro-Vice-Chancellor - this doesn't mean
that the other one is an amateur, Dr Ross' main tasks will be
to help the Vice-Chancellor in staffing matters and in the
evaluation, and where necessa,v, improvement in our
academic performance. He can be contacted through the
office of the V.C. or through C.A.L .T.
The Council of the University is the independent, autonomous
governing authority and, in essence , the prime concern of the
Council is its responsibility to set the objectives and policies
of the University. The Vice Chancellor is the Chief Executive
Officer of the University and he has authority - and
responsibility - delegated to him by the Council to see that
the University runs effectively towards its many goals, within
the framework of Council's policies.

Secretariat and Student
Affairs

In every organization there has to be a place where the buck
stops, where members of the organization can take their
worries, concerns and complaints a.id where decisions that
may affect the organization as a whole can be made with
speed and certainty if necessary. In Griffith University,
that place is the Vice-Chancellor's desk, reached through
the Office of the Vice-Chancello1 .

The activities of the Secretariat include student recruitment,
the design and implementation of admission procedures, the
administration of postgraduate award schemes, elections to
the vanous Committees of the University, University
publicity, and keeping students' official records.

Business Management

Student Secretariat staff are located at the southern end of
level +1 of the Library building and are available to assist
students in a number of ways. Students are encouraged to
contact Ken Window, Student Secretary, or a member of
the Student Secretariat staff, if they need advice and are
not sure where to go for assistance. If Secretariat staff
cannot give you the advice you are seeking, they can often
refer you to the appropriate source. .

The Business Management Division of the University is
charged with responsibility for control of the University
budget as approved by Council, for preparation of the
financial records of the University and for other business
aspects of the Untversity's activities e.g. purchasing, stores,
mail distribution, vehicle pool, etc. The Division is located
on level +1 of the Library Building, immediately behind
the Student Affairs Office.

A number of activities handled by the Student Secretariat
should be of direct interest to you. These include the student
loans scheme whereby an interest-free loan of up to $100,
repayable over a maximum of six months, may be granted
following interview. These loans are intended to be for
emergency purposes only.

The main contact with students revolves around processing
student loan cheques and accepting through the Cashier's
Section payments made by students to th University for
student service charge, fees for notes, etc.
Lost property 1s also retained by this Division pending
claim by the owner.

The desk at the Student Secretariat can also provide you
with rail travel conce.;sion cards, endorsements on AUS
and interstate air travel cards (the appropriate cards must
first be obtained from the Union office or airline); TEAS
application forms and information brochures; bus timetables,
new student membership cards ($2.00 per card); and
statements of academic record.

Business Manager
The Executive Officer in charge of the Business Management
Division is Mr Kevin See. In addition to being responsible for
the Business Management Division, Kevin is Treasurer of the
Board of Community Services.

You will, therefore, come across people from C.A.L.T. in a
variety of ways and situations. Throughout the year you may
be asked to fill in questionnaires to determine your attitudes
to various facets of academia. If you have a gripe or an
opinion to express, it is advisable to take the time to answer
to ensure that the "we are right" attitude of many people
isn 't necessarily upheld . Most of the academic and audio·
visual staff are willing to talk to students either in groups
or individually, and some are even prepared to help! It is
particularly worthwhile if you are a film or photography
freak to go and get advice - the staff provide willing and
practical assistance in this area.
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The Registrar, John Topley, is the Secretary to the Council
of the University, and has a number of statutory and
administrative responsibilities associated with this role. He.
is also head of the Secretariat, and therefore is concerned
with those functions managed by the Student Secretary student administration, welfare, health, counselling,
employment - as well as general and academic administration,
industrial matters, development and planning, and information
and public relations activities.

on site apart from those in and adjacent to University
House, which should be booked through the Board of
Community Services.
If you have a problem related to any of the above fields,
the staff of the Division are always available to help you.
Site and Buildings Division is located on Level +2 of the
Library Building.

Site and Buildings Manager
The Site and Buildings Manager, Sam Regusa, is responsible
through Site and Buildings Committee to Council, for the
functions of the Division, He acts on the focus of the Division
together with the Divisional Administrator, Bob Spark,
co-ordinating all the requests for facilities. maintenance,
planning and development of the physical fabric of the
University. The talents of the Division which include
architectural, engineering, technical, landscaping and
administrative expertise are at his and the University's
disposal.

Site and Buildings
The Site and Buildings Division is responsible for the
construction and maintenance of the University's physical
facilities and for the control of parking and security on
site.
The Division also is responsible for booking of all facilities ·
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ACADEMIA
Humanities
Why Does it Exist?
The fact that the individual exists withi n soci ety c reates a
need tor an awareness of the social and cultural life of a
community: by studying concepts relating vari o us
disciplines, a greater understanding of the problems and
issues of society should be achieved. Th is is what we aim
to do.

How is it Run?
By committees (and more committees and more
comminees) - most have student represent at ion . A re you
interested in participating? If so, please see Pat Noad,
your School Administrator (room 2.23) .

The Chairman
Leon Cantrell became Chairman of t he School of Hum an iti es
in 1978. His academic interests lie principally in A u st ralian
literature and he has written and edited a number of boo ks
in this area. He also teaches in the courses approp riate to
these interests, including the Honours y ea r. As E xecutive
Otticer of the School he has responsibil ity for its major
academic and administrative funct io n s; this incl udes chairing
most School committees and representing t he views o f the
School within the University.
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The School - Administrator
The School Ad m in istrator is Pat Noad (Room 2.23, Level +2).
My jo b has m any facets (I keep discovering new ones) one of the most important is working with Humanities
students, d iscussing university procedures, our degree
stru cture and content of courses, assessment, timetables,
and an y o the r matte rs you feel I might be able to help with.
I also participate in some of the many committees through
which th e School a nd the University are organized, look
after finan ces and staffing matters, write thousands of
words each year a bout th e School for various publications
_ .. and . . _ and . .. During 1979 I plan to work overseas
(on developme n ta l leave from the University) for six
months or so, and my place will be taken by Mrs Gem
Cheong. Gem has bee n working in the Secretariat for
several ye ars, and from Humanities is destined to become
t he Adm inist rator of the fifth school of Social and
Ind ustr ia l Administration, which will start teaching next
yea r. Gem, too, w ill be very happy to help you with any
problems you m ay have .

M.A.5.
Given Au stral ia's location and the present' patterns of world
t rade and inte rn ati onal relations, it is vitally important for
Austra lians to h ave greater k:1owledge and understanding
of Asia 's peoples - their history and cu_lture, the ways in

which their societies are organised, how their governments
function, and the principles that operate in their economies.

School together with fifteen technical staff and a similar
number of clerical and administrative staff. The Chairman of
the School fs Dr Des Connell who chairs the major committees
of the School and has the added responsibility for academic
planning. The Chairman represents the School within the
University and has an overall responsibility for the School's
operation. The Vice-Chairman of the School is Dr Walter
Boughton and the first year co-ordinator is Dr Roy Rickson.

What Students Study
M.A.S. students will be introduced to the complexity of
modern Asia, particularly in relation to China, Japan, and
Indonesia and the Malay World. They will survey the methods
of social enquiry and focus their studies on particular aspects,
areas or regions of Asia through the application of the
theories and methodologies of anthropology, economics,
geography, history, political science and/or sociology. All
students study at introductory level one of the Asian
languages - Chinese, Japanese or Indonesian - and most
continue with language studies throughout their programme.

In addition to providing a knowledge of Asia and the social
sciences, the School's arts degree programme is aimed at
developing general intellectual abilities such as communication
skills and the ability to analyse problems.
The Staff

The School Administrator is Mr Gordon King who is
responsible for the administrative organisation of the School.
He is also concerned with student problems and is available
for advice on enrolments; courses, programmes of study and
general matters associated with the University. The
Laboratory Superintendent is Mr Frank Hinds, who is
responsible for technical and laboratory organisation within
the school.

Science
Aims of the School
The distinctive aims of the School are:

The thirty-eight members of faculty staff of the School and
the Language Centre, who are involved in teaching and
research on Asia and Australian-Asian relations, are
located in the east wing of the Humanities Building. The
School office is on level +2 .

•

To graduate people who are flexible, versatile and
effective scientists;

•

To provide a "core" first year of study after which
students may choose either a broad degree combining
different sciences or specialization in areas of their own
interest;

•

To emphasise teaching in small groups and to attempt
to relate different scientific and social viewpoints in
discussion. Personal contact between students and
staff is encouraged as part of the essential teaching
process to achieve this aim;

•

To involve students in the entire range of School
activities including academic, social and decision·
making activities.

Who Does What
Professor Jim Jackson• is Chairman of the School and has
overall responsibility for its operation. He chairs some of the
major committees of the School and participates in' most
other committees. He is heavily involved in the School's
academic planning and has ultimate responsibility in the
School in matters such as staffing and finance. The Chairman
represesents the School within the University and is the
major link between the School and the University. Dr Eddie
Fung is Vice-Chairman of the School and Professor Colin
Mackerras iS' the first year co-ordinator.
Phil Rowan,*' the School Administrator, is responsible for
the administrative and secretarial functions of the School
and for advice on University and School policies and
procedures. Bruce Moffat and Helen Mierzwa in the
School Administrative Office look after enrolments,
timetabling, co-ordination of tutorial groupings,
assessment results and student information and records
generally.

Bachelor of Science Degree
The B.Sc. programme in the Schoo1 of Science is a three
year, full-time integrated course of study. It covers the
same knowledge normally found in other university B.Sc.
courses but the organization of teaching is different from
the conventional subject-based courses and emphasizes
the relationship between different sciences. The B.Sc.
degree is destined to meet changing employment needs
of government and industry not only in technical,
development and research areas but also in science planning
and science policy.

• See centre-fold

A.E.5.
Many people today are concerned about the state of the
environment - not only the natural environment but the
cities and towns in which they live. Governments at
Federal, State and Local levels have set up activities to
help protect and manage their particular environmental
areas. The School of Australian Environmental Studies is
the first of its kind in Australia and looks at environmental
problems with particular reference to Australia. Students
study the natural environment as well as the relationship
between man and his environment; and are given the
opportunity to study courses which cover the management
of the environment and the conservation of those aspects
that we need and enjoy. From the wide range of activities
available in the School, four major areas of emphasis have
been defined as ecosystem management, social sciences,
land use and management and applicable mathematics.

The Foundation Year course is the same for all students,
providing a core of knowledge and allowing deferment of
a possible difficult choice between different types of degree
programmes until students have experienced each area of
science at university level.
School Administrator
Within the School of Science the School Administrator
has the dual tasks of responsibility for the administrative
operations of the School as well as an academic role. Or P.C,
Healy is the School Administrator and in that function is
responsible to the School Chairman for the conduct of
administrative and secretarial operations within the School.
He is responsible for giving advice on the conduct of the
affairs of the School, partiCtJlarly as these are affected by
the legislation and policy of the University and the School,
to the School Chairman, to the School Standing Committee
and to the School generally. The School Administrator is
a full member of the School Standing Committee.

The Staff of the School
There are more than forty members of Faculty Staff in the
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BOARD OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
Lynn Davies
Marc Dolley
Robin Jackson

The Board of Community Services is responsible for
providing services and facilities used by the whole University
community - by both staff and students and the two Staff
Associations . .

Accommodation Service/Clerk
General Enquiries/P.T. Employment
Secretary

You are welcome to call in at any time to find out more about
any of the community services.

Among the Board's responsibilities are the catering service in
University House, the commercial aracade, recreational
faci Ii ties such as the squash and tennis courts, pool table and
table tennis tables and support for the recreational activities
of clubs within the University. The provision of child care
facilities an<' I ,)tHing on campus are also concerns of the
Board.

BASIC SERV ICES
Accommodation Service
The Accommodation Service which is operated by
Community Services provides students and staff with an up to
date register of accommodation being offered. The type of
accommodation includes full board and room only in private
homes, sharing houses and flats with others; and houses, flats
and flatettes for rent.

In order to effectively look after such a wide range of
services, the Board operates· through five management
committees.
The Commercial Committee overseas the commercial arcade
which includes a bank, post office, general shop ( including
pharmacy), a bookshop and also the Counselling and Medical
Centre.

A student or staff member should expect to pay roughly the
following per week for accommodation:
Full board
$25
Room only
$15
Sharing houses/flats $15 per person

The House Committee reviews the catering service (which is
operated by a private partnership) and sets policies for
booking University Hr ·Jse for functions (both internal and
external) . This Committee receives suggestions about the
catering service and investigates problems that may arise.

There is, at the present time, no accommodation on the
University Site. Enquiries regarding accommodation should
be directed to Lynn Davies (ext. 7395).

The Housing Committee will be looking at its and the Board's
responsibilities with regard to the new Housing Village complex
throughout 1979. The village becomes available from 1st
Semester. 1980. For the most up-to-date information you
should contact Anne McNeill in the Board's office.
The Housing Committee also keeps ar: eye on the accommod·
ation service.
The Recreation Committee supervises the squash and tennis
courts, games area and equipment pool held at Community
Services. In addition it provides financial and other
assistance to the various clubs and societies formed around the
University.

Contact Point for Clubs and Societies
There are a number of clubs at Griffith providing for recreat·
ional and sporting interests. Some are more active than others
depending on the number of interested students and staff. A
complete list of clubs and their activities is set out later in the
handbook. The Community Services office acts as a contact
point for clubs receiving mail, passing on messages, etc. It also
provides back up facilities and advice on how to get a club
going (including financially), if you see an interest area that
you do not believe is being catered for. An outline of how to
get a constitution and set up accounts is available to aid you,
and information on how to approach the recreation committee
on funding. Enquiries should be directed to Anne McNeill.

Equipment Pool
The Recreation Committee has established a pool of equip·
ment for use by members of the University community. The
pool includes a wide variety of equipment ranging from
basketballs to video equipment. Many items can be borrowed
without charge but for some items there is a small hire charge.
Equipment can be reserved and collected from the Commun·
Obviously, these services cost money. The Board has two main ity Services Office. A full list of equipment showing the
sources of income, one of these being the contribution made
normal deposits and charges is available from Community
by the University on behalf of University staff. The other source Services. Further items may be added by the Recreation
of income is the Board's servicr charge of $50.00 collected by Committee which also reserves the right to alter the deposits
the University on enrolment. The Community Services Office
and charges if necessary. The current list of equipment is as
is located in the level O Foyer of University House (near the
follows:
entrance to the refectory). This office is the focus for
basketballs, bushwalking gear - packs, tents, compasses,
Community Services. It is also a good place to begin asking
rubber dinghy; chess boards and pieces, cricket gear - complete
if you are uncertain as to whom you should be directing a
sets, first aid kits - large and small; football jerseys
particular query. The day to day operation of the services
laundered, unlaundered; footballs; function equipment provided by the Board and committees is in the hands of the
portagas stove, marquee, spirit pourers, woks, eskies,
Community Services staff:
barbecue gear; movie equipment (6mm) - camera and projector, slide projector, tripod miller, large and small
Community Services Officer
Michael Hogan
portapaks, video monitor; photographic (still) equipment Admin. Officer
Anne McNeifl
The Social Welfare Committee supervises the operation of the
Family Day Care Scheme and the Vacation Care Service. Both
are successful in catering to the child needs of the University
and the general community. The Committee has also spent
many hours discussing and preparing proposals for a child care
centFe on campus. It will continue to work in this direction.
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camera, lens, filter, flash unit; pool table. soccer balls, sound
(hi-fi). portable cassette recorder. stereo cassette recorder,
microphones, theatre lights. ping-pong bats and balls •. volleyball
nets and balls, tennis racquets and squash racquets. piano.
mats.
Family Day Care Scheme
Family Day Care is child care based in private homes. The
Scheme is sponsored by the Commonwealth Government. The
Griffith University Family Day Care Scheme i:- ovides care in
homes in suburbs near the University and as far away as
Tarragindi, Acacia Ridge, Kuraby and Wishart.
Caring mothers must be registered with the Ch ildren's Services
Department and they are supported by the Scheme's Coordinator, Mrs Jean Gould .
Aid to the Needy
The scheme offers the choice of a family atmosphere in the
homes of experienced "minding mothers" who have young
children of their own. However the Commonwealth funding of
the scheme enables it to provide for parents in difficulties.

emergency care is available for chi ldren whose parents are
sick;
special arrangements can be made for the care of children
whose parents are rostered on shift work (this can include
"sleep in care" for children whose parents are working a
night shift ;
subsidies are available to pay the cost of family day care for
children of single mothers or fathers, for families who
have struck a bad patch financially or in other ways such as
ill health, or cases of emotional disturbance .

UNIVERSITY
SERVICES
Bank
The National Bank is the only full service Bank on campus
with banking hours 10.00 am to 3.00 pm Monday to Thursday
and 10 am to 5.00 pm Friday. It provides all of the regular
services such as savings accounts, cheque accounts and
overseas transactions.
In addition, they are able to arrange t~avel (both lo?'II and
overseas), provision of bankcard, and 1f the need arises
personal loans.
A loan scheme for students commencing their final year of
study is now available subject to certain conditions. Anyone
requiring information on this type of assistance should call to
see the Manager.
Safe custody of documents and valuables can also be arranged.
You are invited to discuss any banking or financial problems
whenever they arise with the Manager Mr. Myles McIntyre .
Making an appointment is helpful.

Bookshop

Before and After School
Children can be cared for before and after school and. if
needed, taken to and from school.

The University Co-op Bookshop is your bookshop on campus.
The Co-op exists to provide text and general books to its
members as economically as is possible. and to distribute
surplus profits to those members in the form of a rebate.

Fees
Current fees for full care for a week (which includes meals)
$22 for
$25 for
$38 for
$46 for
70c per

The Co-op is located on level +1 University House . It is open
between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm daily except on Tuesdays, when
it is open between 10.00 am and 6.00 pm. Anybody can
purchase books at the Co-op, but non-members pay a surcharge
on some books. and non-members do not receive a rebate at
the end of each year .

one child (2 years to school age)
one baby
two children from the same fam ily
three children from the same family
hour for after school children.

life membership costs just $10. life membership means that
you are a share-holder or part-owner in the Co-op which
entitles you to buy books at members prices, reserve books,
order any book you want and buy books for sale as
"Members Specials" which are books that you can only
purchase as a member.

Lesser charges apply for care on a part-time but regular basis.

It is also possible to open a ChargeAccount with the Co-op. A
Charge Account is particularly useful if you are unsure of the
cost of a book that you wish to order through the mail order
serv ice, or if you want to buy a book and not pay cash there
and then. With a Charge Account you are billed for your
purchases at the end of each month.
Once you are a member, please remember to notify the Co-op
of any change of address immediately. Otherwise your rebate
is not likely to reach you. Notifying the University is not
sufficient. You must tell the Co-op itself (either at the branch
or by writing to Head Office in Sydney) of any change in
address.
If at any time you wish to withdraw from the Co-op, your
share will be re-purchased. However, if you withdraw prior to
the end of the financial year (August 31), you will not receive
your rebate for that year.
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When? - If you have something bothering you it will help to
tal about it. Don't wait until it gets out of proportion. The
sooner you start on a problem solving programme the earlier
it wiil be resolved.

Careers and Employm nt
This 1s located 1n the Careers, Counselling and Medical Centre
on level +1 of University House. You will find there a lot or
mate, ial on a wide variety of employment and further stlldy,
both 111 Aust1 alia and overseas. Any time you feel like dropping
in you'll be most welcome.
81onwyn Duncan 1s the careers and employment officer. She's
available to discuss with you as 1nci1v1duals or in groups any
qu1>st1ons you feel are relevant, from the basics of deciding
what to do 111 life to the p1act1cal mechanics of getting a job.
She spends quite a lot of time keep1ny track of employers and
job vacancies and producing information to help you become
fam1l1ar with the world of wo, k. The concentration must
inevitably be on full time 1obs for graduates, but wherever
possible, vacation wo, k will ue investigated. (Comm inity
S1>rv1ces also handles vacation and pa1 t time work.)

How? - Ira is a trarned Psychologist and attends campus two
days .i week. He can also be consulted in the City. He tries to
be available at any time but by appointment is best.

If you can, phone 01 call at the Counselling and Medical
Centre and make a definite time, otherwise just an ive.

C emist
P1 etty much the same as the ordinary corner chemist shop.
Pharmacist 1s on campus for mornings (check the times in the
shop). The other thing is cheap stationery - lots of it.

It's really never too early to start thinking about the options
open to you as a graduate· in tact what you discover in your
first year can greatly influence your choice of course units
and how you spend you, free tune and vacations while s1111
an undergraduate.
The ser v,ce ex,sts fo1 the use of all Griffith students, including
tho e who at any time cons,der dropping or deferring their
courses and going rnto employment.

Chaplains
Angl1c.i11, Catholic and Uniting Church attend Griffith
Um ers1ty, 11.00 a.m - 1 00 p,m., Tuesday to Friday .
Location

The University Administration has prov1rted an office for
the use of Chaplains at the top of the s-ta,rs next to the
medical and counselling centre in Un111c-rsity House.
Per so nnel

Anqlican - Ray Barraclough
Home 349 6149
In January 1979, the Lib1ary had approximately 100,000
books. Most of these are for use by people doing the11 first
deqree , but gradually we a, e build mg up hold1nqs for use by
teaching and research staff and students goin!J on to higher
de, rees .

Catholic - David Brimson
Home 397 1671
Uniting Church - Ian Russell
Home 277 3675
Services
Pastoral Counselling
Religious Services when requ sted
Assistance with sturly or p1ay r o•ouns

ou can read about the practical aspects of the Library in the
booklet ntitled "Your Libra y" which 1s available f1ee of
charge This shows you how to locate material in the Library.
It also g,ves details of loan periods and fines. (Some of the
fmes, those connected with books rn heavy demand fo,
assignments, are quite tough
but you won't get any of them
if yuu bring your books back on t1mcll

Counselling
l1a Smith has been associated With Griffith as Consultant
Counsellor since 1974. He has had a broad life experience and
provides a pr act1cal down·to earth approach to deal with the
many rroblems which students brin to him.

l he ilHa1·y staff give general talks and tours of the building
to II foundation students during the early part of the yea,.
111 addrtron, staff h Ip you individually to find what you want;
don't hesitate to ask.

In the pas there has been some shyn ss lJy incoming students
about ava1lrng themselves of the counselling service. In most
instances this w1 II be because hey are not clear on the why,
when and how of counselling."

There 1s a Sugqestions and Complaints Box which the lib, ary
likes to see well us d (anonymously if preferred!) Letters
c.. d repl1 ~ are displayed on a notice board

Why1 The "Why" 1s to provide a professional confidant w,th
whom prnblems of my kind, personal, nJucational or vocat
,anal ca11 be discussed 111 absolutf! confidpnce.
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As well as material relating to courses, the Library has also
tnecl to build up its holclings of material of general 1nrerest.
In pinticular it has a growing record collection fot loan.

Medical Centre

QLD Film & Drama Centre

The Medical Centre is situated on the top floor of University
House, together with the Counselling Service and the Careers
and Employment Service - (above the Campus Shoppe).

(which is sometimes also referred to as the GREAT IVE ARTS
WORKSHOP) has lived since 1975 in the hut below the Cinema.
It operates as a community access resource centre and at the
moment has:

Staff at the Medical Centre include a full-time nursing sister
and doctors from the Mt Gravatt Group Practice, who visit on
a daily part-time basis.

a photographic darkroom;
facilities for print-making (including a large etching press);
super 8 film equipment;
video portapaks;
a flying spot scanner which transfers super 8 film to video
tape;
a video and sound editing system.

Medical Care

Medical care and advice are available, as are treatments
normally carried out at a doctor's surgery. Appointments with
the doctors may be made at the reception desk. The Sister is
in attendance Monday to Friday for first aid and medical

Each year there have been one or two visiting artists at the
Centre who have been willing to share their ideas with
students, staff and community users. These Art1sts-inResidence have specialized in Film and Video, Drama, Light
Painting, Graphics and Print Making.

advice.

Health Insurance
Do you have any health insurance, i.e. are you covered by
your parents under M. B. F. or other fund/ have you taken out
private insurance?

The Centre is run by a committee of University staff,
community members with expertise in various arts, and a
student representative nominated by the Students' Union. It
employs a full-time Assistant to arrange workshops and coordinate activities generally.

Since November 1, Medibank standard no longer exists. The
Medical Centre proposes to adopt the following guidelines
when charging for consultations. These guidelines are based on
the Centre's past experience of the needs of various groups
within the University.

During 1979 the Centre is hoping to expand and move some
of its facilities to the hut below the A.E .S. building. There will
be workshops to help people learn to use the equipment, and
other activities according to the needs and suggestions of those
who use the Centre.

* All staff
Students in Private Funds
(inc. Medibank Private)
Part-time students "
• Full-time students with
Comm. Health Benefits

Pay cash for all
consultations

Anyone at all can use the Centre. So do go and have a look at
what's there, and have a talk to the Assistant, Margriet Bonnin
about ideas you'd like to experiment with or projects you or '
your group might like to undertake.

Bulk-billing permissible.

N.B. These guidelines may be altered at the doctor's
discretion.
Students unable to pay cash at the time of consultation, and
in need of medical attention or advice should contact the
Nursing Sister, Ms Elizabeth Ashton.

Post Office
The post office provides a full range of postal services, not
only stamps and the Commonwealth Bank Agency. You can
post parcels, pay telephone accounts, and obtain money
orders. New savings accounts and transfer of accounts can also
be arranged.

Refectory
Quality Catering operates in the Refec. l leave you to make
your decisions about the quality. They will also provide bars
and food for functions.
If you have any complains, don't abuse the staff. Tell Ian
Knox - the manager, or complain to Community Services.
Also take note of the signs - clean up your own mess - the
staff are not employed to do so and this helps keep the costs
down.
Opening Times Monday
7.30 am - 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday
7.30 am - 7.00 p.m.
Wednesday
7.30 am - 7.30 pm.
7.30 am - 6.30 p.m.
Thursday
Friday
7.30 am - 4.00 p.m.
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POLITICAL
Anarcho-syndicalists

and enormity of our proposals. But we do not allow our
idealistic sentiment to remain hollow tokenism.

The Griffith anarcho-syndicalists is an organization dedicated
to the fundamental principles of anarchism, and developing
an adequate critique of anarchism, through active involvement
in the major struggles that concern students on this campus
(anti-uranium, civil liberties, feminism). We believe in working
through progressive organizations, such as the student union,
to transform them, and radicali ze them, into effective organs
of the struggle against hierarchical society, and capitalism.

Join us and help us translate our objectives into reality!
Don't sit on the fence - join the Liberal Club.
Contact our booth during Orientation Week or:

President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Publicity:

- If you are interested in our ideas, contact Peter Costa 349 6627.

Anthony Mitchener MAS 11
Anthony Torrens MAS 11
Maria Rotsaert MAS l 11
A ichard Peters MAS 11
Judith Harrison Hum 111
Paul Bates (AUS delegate) Science 111

*Editor's Note: Again this is a potentially libellous
statement. But in the interests of free expression . .. is
anyone able/prepared to validate these claims?

Labor Club
The Labor Club or G.U.L.C. is a modest organization on
campus which is primarily made up of Labor supporters.
The club attempts to put forward some of Labor's policies
on campus and usually invites a number of speakers to
campus throughout the year.

Social Democratic Club
According to Bob Carr, a leading Australian social democratic
writer, "For a time student politics looked like a hyped-up
freak show, with Maoists assaulting Trotskyists while radical
lesbians booed in the background and short back-and-sides
puritans from the democratic clubs marched stern-faced
to put down Satan". Thus student politics was a perpetual
battle between the extreme right of the N.C.C. "democratic"
clubs and the various extremists of the totalitarian left; so it
is not surprising that disillusionment grew to contempt, and
the general body of students became uninvolved. But recently
the rise of a moderate reformist alternative has inspired the
student community to unprecedented interest. "Social
Democracy fills the void that existed in student politics.
We're opposed to both extremes" says Peter Henson of
Melbourne University.

Also the club attempts to gauge student feeling in relation
to the policies be ing put forward .
Members and the club as a whole participate in the Students'
Union giving the Union their full support.
If you feel that the club suits you and you have something
to offer, then come along.
The Labor Club meets once a month .

Liberal Club

In mainstream politics social democracy generally equates
with the moderates of the A. L.P .• but in the realms of student
politics, it takes on a much broader significance. The Social
Democrats have become the focal point for the broad body of
moderate students fed up with the extremism of their union
leadership, and desiring some kind of positive benefit from
the union. This discontent has been obvious for many years,
and liberal students have tried to use this to wage a war for
the virtual annihilation of A.U.S. in particular and student
unionism generally. This has generally been . rejected by
students, as they realise the need for unionism, and that the
solution of the problem is not to destroy. What students
desire, and the social democrats represent, is a campaign to
reform student unions to make them both more democratic
and more representative of the views of the student body.

Liberal students direct their activities and policies towards the
needs of students in a modern society . We have a program
of reform based on our vision of the future - a vision
encompassing equal opportunity, individual liberty and social
responsibility . Our pol icies are of more than academic interest
though .

The aim of Liberal Students is to promote amongst students
a sense of political awareness and involvement in public affairs.
We al•,o have endeavoured to foster this sense of involvement
by encouraging participation at student government level. As
a result, we believe that there is a need for balanced political
debate at Griffith . There is a need for the liberal point of view
to be put to students as an alternative to the present left-wing
orthodoxy on many campuses. The Griffith University Liberal
Club is a member of the Australian Liberal Students Federation;
Within the A.U.S. the national federation known as Social
the national liberal student organization which has affiliated
Democratic Students is active in such reforms. Peter Costello
clubs on most Australian campuses.
a Monash social democrat, is national convenor of the
Coalition to Reform A.U.S., he argues that A.U.S. is not a
At present, we are concerned with the plight and the way
union but a pressure group, neither engaging in the bona
that students are exploited; especially how they are conscripted
fide activities of a union nor expressing the bona fide opinions
and forced to join an often irresponsible organisation (AUS)
of its members. Peter believes much of this problem may be
against their will." Only in solidarity together can we over·
overcome through the direct election of A.U.S. office-bearers
throw this situation and make AUS more attractive to its
by students, rather than the present gerrymandered delegate
members.
system. This direct accountability would give students control
of their national union, and would make possible the realistic
We also seek a new deal for students and a new deal for the
representation of student views and needs.
community. Our motto is reform; reform geared to the
principles of progressive liberalism. We realise the difficulty
Encouraging student participation and the democratisation
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of decision-making in G .U .U.S. have been prime features of
the recent activities of the Griffith Social Democrats. Prior
to our involvement, all decisions were made at student
meetings, attended by 50 or 60 students - hardly
representative of the 1,500 students at Griffith! Union
elections attracted little more than 100 voters. But since we
forced by petition the enactment, through a clause of the
Union's constitution, of secret ballot elections for officebearers, well over 300 students voted, and we hope to expand
this to above 500 this year. This has forced the radical left
(who have controlled this campus from its beginning) to
curtail much of its activities. The future holds much hope
for the prospects of wresting control of our union from the
left so that moderate students can get down to the business
of running an effective and representative union .

Students for a Democratic Society
At the beginning of the second semester 1978, a group of
students finally tired of the lack of any ideological
representation, other than the predominant Marxist-Anarchist
philosophy on campus, took it upon themselves to contest the
student union elections for executive positions. Under the
name of S.D .S., we ran on a platform of democracy for our
union; freedom of speech, and of belief; with a call for secret
ballot elections. Unfortunately however, not one of our
number was elected to a position, due to the stacking of the
meeting with left-wing supporters from the University of
Queensland ; intimidation from various feminists and punkrockers; the refusal by the G.U .U.S. status quo to take the
meeting outside - while one hundred Griffith students could
not get through the door .

For further information on the Griffith Social Democrats,
contact Sean Kelly, MAS 111 (President) or Mark Horsburgh,
Science 111 (Communications Officer) or come to our
meetings.
"Editors Note: I take no responsibility for any of the
information or misinformation, as the case may be, in this
article. It is printed as it was sent in - Shelley

Socialist Action Group
The Socialist Action Group was formed on campus in 1978
to fight growing right wing attacks and influence in Australia
today at both Federal and State levels, and on many tertiary
campuses, including Griffith. It comprises a variety of
anarchist and communist group members, independent
socialists and left-wing ALP students who are committed to
the principles of socialism in some form, and to fighting
progressive demands. These demands include the right of
women to free, safe abortion; the right to organise
compulsorily in trade and student unions without government
interference; the right of everyone to be employed; and the
rights of homosexuals to live openly without harrassment.

However, some victory was achieved later in the semester
when Paul Bates was elected as a delegate to A.U.S. Other
activities undertaken included the establishment of a
Pro-Life group, in an attempt to provide alternative
information on the question of abortion. Although the
E. R. calling for "No Policy" on th is question was defeated,
we were at least able to present a different side to the
argument. Perhaps to some our victories may seem
inconsequential. yet an ideological battle is being fought
and in this we have had success ; if only in that we have
been able to stand by our beliefs .

What we wish to see, is freedom for students on campus freedom of opinion, of speech; provision for secret ballot
and referendum; information regarding student money and
how it is spent; and greater cultural involvement for
students . It is my personal belief that such concepts as
democracy and freedom of speech are the basis upon which
our society has been built , yet in the administration of
G.U.U.S. such fundamental rights have been abused in the
past, and this will continue in the future without any
opposition. Changes must be made in order to gain some
Socialists on campus have been active in the campaign for
level of understanding and benefit for students, or indeed
Civil Liberties in Old and the right to march, and sponsored
in order for students to have any credible recognition within
a march on campus last year in May. We have also participated society. Such publications as National W (promoted by
in unemployed workers' activities, the anti -uranium campaign, Gaby - 1978 Women's Officer for A.U.S.) provide adequate
and actively supported the aims and objects of the women's
example of the attempt to undermine the basic values of
liberation movement. Socialists have debated a variety of issues society; since in reality this paper could only be viewed as
on campus in the past and will continue to do this throughout
blatant pornography and the promotion of Lesbian/homosexual
the year.
relationships. It appears that no aspect of human existence
is safe from being taken up by left extremists and used for
In 1978, the Student Union on campus was the focus for
political mileage on the road to that mythical revolution .
attacks by right wing groups committed to undermining
democracy in the Student Union and curbing student
I urge the students of Griffith to take an active interest in
involvement in political campaigns. The Socialist Action
the issues around them, issues which should concern them
not only as members of the campus community, but also
Group supports the existence and maintenance of an active
Student Union on campus, capable of fighting for the rights
as members of A.U.S. It is your welfare and that of fellow
students at stake, and by becoming one of the many apathetic,
of its members in all cases. We see the Union as a vehicle
for defending the education and welfare rights of students,
any injustice so far can only worsen . YOU as students have
with a responsibility to campaign politically for these rights.
the power to direct your union in any direction through the
exercise of your voting rights. Therefore, do not be afraid
In 1979, the Socialist Action Group hopes to maintain an
active involvement in Union affairs.
to take a stand in opposition to those who seek to manipulate
the privileges they have been given by society. Help to
We are also in contact with socialist groups on other
achieve a positive step for the students of this campus, by
campuses, and wish to promote discussion on the role of
attending union meetings, taking a side on various issues,
and recognizing the hypocrisy and bureaucracy of both
left-wing groups in the student movement and society
G.U.U.S . and A.U.S.
generally, and increase our understanding of the nature
of the capitalist system and why we oppose it. If you are
interested in joining our struggle and participating in an
Editor's Note: Although many of the statements and
activist way in some or all of the campaigns listed above,
sentiments in this article directly oppose Union policy, the
editorial policy is to print in full and let you decide. I would
look out for the leaflet and stall during Orientation Week
giving further information on how to join. Meetings are
like to extend my personal apologies to anyone especially
homosexuals whom this article offends.
held on an ad hoe basis each week or fortnight.
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SPORTING
Basketball Club

Bushwalking Club
Four years after formation, GRUBS (Griffith University
Bushwalking Society) has become one of the more active
and notorious bushwalking clubs in Brisbane. Trips last year
ranged from the Lower Portals (a sit·a-round, swimming,
weekend trip) to the Scenic Aim ( 19 days from Laidley to
the Coast) with more moderate trips to Spicer's Gap,
Stradbroke Island , Cooloola, etcetera. While the more
frequent trips are for weekends, we have run extended
trips in all University holidays - for example last year's
two-week trip to New England and Warrumbungle National
Parks . So, whatever your ability and experience you are
welcome.

The basketball club has been operating at the University for
2 years. At present there are two men's and one women's
teams nominated in the lnala competition. The club intends
moving to the Auchenflower competition for the winter
season where there is more scope for expansion and
improvement. As many teams as necessary can be entered
for the Auchenflower competition depending on numbers
interested.

GRUBS also serves as a co-ordinating body for bushwalking
trips organised independently as well as abseiling and
climbing days, with possibilities of canoeing and any of
your related interests

For further information see the basketball club's stand in
Orientation Week or contact either Frank Meehan, Trevor
Short or Scott Kable via the Science pigeon holes.

Membersh ip fee of $1 .00 gives free access to club equipment
- tents, day and fu ll packs, compasses, etc. from Community
Services. Climbing equipment is available only through our
Equipment, Safety and Training Officer.

Hockey Club

GRUBS is a member of the Campaign Against Nuclear Power
and of the Queensland Federation of Bushwalking Clubs and
hopes this year to be active in F.M.R. (Federated Mountain
Rescue) .

Peter Horne (AES)
Cathy Scott (AES)
Ian Liste (AES)

Griffith University's only hockey team - women's - has
been established and playing competitively for 4 years,
advancing from 02 grade in which we originally started,
to C3 last year. Although we were mostly unsuccessful, the
team improved and gained a lot of experience from playing
in tougher competition, and everyone really enjoyed the
season. With the support of the Uni, we were able to
purchase a lot more equipment for practice and matches,
but now face the task of recruiting new members, following
the annual depletion of players. If you're interested in
playing hockey this year, please contact Community Services
for further information.

Russell Schubring (AES)

Erika Lusins

Though membe1 ship 1s restricted to those of the University
community, we welcome outside participation. If YOU are
interested in this great club, you can find us on display in
Orientation Week or contact one of the following people
through their school pigeonholes.

President
Secretarv
Treasurer
Equipment, Safetv
& Training Officer
Contacts Humanities
M.A.S.

Science

Soccer Club

Kieran O'Reilly
Liz Scott
Would you like to be in this space?

The Griffith University Soccer Club, formed two years ago,
will again be operating on campus this year. Last year the
club entered two teams in the Queensland Churches Soccer
Association's fixtures; competing in the second and third
divisions. It was a successful year, with the second team
finishing high on the points table, and the first team
reaching the grand final.

Check noticeboards about our introductory trips and our first
meeting for 1979. Transport in the past has been by private
cars and is arranged at informal meetings the week before the
•trip. So, whether or not you have your own transport, come
along!

The club has the use of the excellent University Oval for
training and fixtures, and from time to time contributes to
its upkeep.
The club will be reforming during the first weeks of semester,
and is in need of new players. Any staff or students interested
in playing for the club are requested to contact one of the
people listed below, or leave their name on the list outside
Community Services.
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Dr Ken Busfield

Room 2.27,
275 7313

Lex Hoban

Science 3rd year

Und rwat r

lub

The aims of the club are to advance safety conscious diving for
interested people within Griffith University, provide subsidies
for courses 111 snorkle and scuba diving techniqu •s, promote
competition and assist the University in any way possible.
The club has complete ~ets of SCUBA gear and a compressor
Th is year they are available free of charge to members who
have AUF 3rd class qualif1cat1ons.

Ta Kwon Do Club
Tae Kvvo11 Do is a Korean martial art which differs f on other
eastern J,gh inq styles because of ,ts <.oncentration on kicking
techniq es It 1s an invaluable system of self defence, and an
irteal way to attain and maintain fitness fle,cibility and good
reflexes
A stand will I e operating du, 1119 Orientat ion Week for further
111 lo, mat ion.

Dives are held once a month 1f possible from a chartered
boat to outer reefs (Flinders, Smiths, Tangalooma, Art1fic1al
or thereabouts) Shore dives are also organised when possible.
Subsid ies are provided by the club for boat dives The d1ve5
cater for snorkling, scuba diving, and spear fishing.

Graham Johnson, 4 h O;in and h1>ad ,n tructor of the Australian
T-ae Kwon Do Institute will be starting das "sat Grsf1ith this
year rf enough interest is ~hown. If enoug in terest is shown
hernby nablrng a club to be formed w1.h community services
subsidy, fees will be very reasonable. A rtemnnstsa ion is being
arranged for Orientation W•ek

Reef trips are also organized in the middle and end of the
year to islands on or around the Great Bamer Reef These
cater for students (they are cheap) and provide a very
enjoyabl e t ime.

Voll yball Club

Don 't be shy - come and talk to someone at the diving club
stand during Orientation Week 01 contact
Ron Newmann,
AES Year Ill

The re appears to be no dis tin c Volleyball Club, although the
courts are constantly in use . If ycu wish to play, see
Community Serv,c s. They run regular "tournaments" to,
those who w,sh either a fu11 /recr1:at onal game or a more
"se, ious" game.
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TO Yoo ...'ICXJ /,Ji!.f_ M Of PLACE ... Encore is now moving into its sec6nd year, being first

Encore

r--- ------,...---...a....-1 established in 1978 by a group of first year students, in an
attempt to cater for the great demand for such a group at
Griffith. These students concerned themselves with cultivating
interest in drama and all related areas of theatre within the
University and beyond. Since its inception, Encore has grown,
'---_ _.._._.~_ _,_._...,._ _ ____, .___ __......,.....,.____.....,""'--_ ___,growing not only in the number of its members, but also in
- - - - - -- , - - - - - ~ .---.........-----~--.......,, the standards of its productions, the amount of involvement
~ by group members as well as outside students, and its
~ acceptance within the University by both staff and students.

J

Encore presented Hal Porter's "The Tower" in the first semester
of the past year, which proved to be highly successful for a
first production effort by a then relatively unknown group.
Our second production, ''Churchyard", by Brisbane playwright
.~ - - _ _ .....__.._,._=-_--i_ Paul Collings opened later in the year. The period in between
these productions proved to be one of the most rewarding of
' ;:::::-- ~
the group's year, when a series of workshops were run, schooling
•,
not only club members, but all those interested in the many
facets of theatre, these including acting, make-up, stage design
Do not ca ll to mind the former things or ponder the things
and lighting.
of the past. Behold I wi ll do something new. (Isiah 43 : 18-19)

·c.>

.

!i-,.~--...---.----.--4

During 1979, Encore shall continue these workshops, and
hopes to include in them, work with music and its role in the
theatre, including dancing and singing, plus more work in
make-up, production and direction, lighting and of course,
acting. The group shall also encourage members to write some
of their own material as a possible item for production if any
member should desire. During the year, we shall have the
opportunity of the assistance of the Queensland Film and
Drama Centre, and look forward to employing this help in
many of these areas.

To most o f you new-comers, University is a new and somewhat
scarey proposition. The unknown appears fearsome and most
of us wan t to run back to the familiar things for security. But
if you kee p your gaze to the front and not "ponder things of
the past", God has promised that He will do something new
in you . You may not be much but just as Jesus fed the
multitudes with such a little, God will multiply you as you
start giving of yourself, so that you in turn can ''give out".
We, as pa rt o f the body of Christ, want to encourage you and
in turn seek your encouragement and support in the new year
of 1979. Together, we desire to reach out to the place where
God has stat ioned us, i.e. Griffith University to share the
depth of the love that Jesus has for them, to ask them
whether they'd be willing to respond to Him.

Another development which has been a result of the past year's
work and shall have an influence on Encore's efforts in the
future, is the group's decision to produce works by playwrights
whose work would otherwise go unproduced, besides doing
some more well known playwrights.

This semester, the theme "Challenges to our Ch ristian faith"
has been singled out as the one we believe to be most
beneficial. Each fortnight an array of speakers will deal with
such topics as "Can God and the Bible really be trusted
totally?"; "The Question of Money"; "Discipleship"; the
importan t concept, "Body, Soul, Spirit"; "The Challenge
of Grace and law - what's the difference"; 'The Challenge
of Change " ; and a prevalent disease that seems to keep
God's kid s down - "doubt".

And so, 1979 looks most promising for the group, with our
first production scheduled for May, and all interested are
invited to attend auditions and meetings.

This series will be complemented with fortnightly Bible studies,
prayer meet ings, picnics (get-together for lunch), films,
barbecues, et c. As a result of this programme, we'd like to see
you equipped with a better understanding of what Christianity
is really abo ut, a heart that really longs after God and a desire
to know what He wants you to do and accomplish it.
If you'd like to contact us concerning anything, just ring any
of us listed below. We welcome your call. God Bless!
Jeremy liy anage
Jo Lunn

(Hum . Ill)
(MAS 111)

Ph.: 356 3118
Ph .: 275 2708
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During Orientation Week, Encore shall present a series of
skits many written by group members, and based on several
of the texts first year students will encounter. Keep an eye
out for notices telling of times for the show, and take a
leaflet from our buskers walking around the University. Ask
them any questions you like on times of meetings and
auditions or any others you may have.

Film Group
Anyone interested? Apparently all the film club members
have gone - left - t he club is thus in a very flexible stage.
If you are interested, s·ee either Mick Hogan - Community
Services or Margriet Bonnin - Creative Arts Workshop.

CECO
G.E.C .O., Griffith Environmental and Conservation
Organisation, was fo rmed by a group of A.E.S. students early
in 1975. G .E.C.O.'s aims are:

Classes in Greek and Chinese dancing have been popular as
have the International Cooking demonstrations held each
semester. We have been introdu ced to some exotic new
recipes and acted as "official tasters" afterwards which
was really the best part.
'
Japanese and Chinese Calligraphy classes are open to all so
whether you study Chinese or Science, come along.

(a) to further interest in ... and appreciation of environmental and ecological principles;
(b) to institute and/ or take part in responsible actions
regarding environmental issues ;
(c) support other o rgan isations with similar interests.

New players are also invited to join ou r ardent Go enthus1as1s.
Go is a fascinating Japanese game akin to chess.

S ince its formation G.E.C.O . has been active in a great number
of environment al issues. G. E.C.O . produced a film on Moreton
Island wh ich was submitted to the Moreton Island Enquiry.
A submission from G.E.C.O . was also heard before the Fraser
Island Inquiry following a t rip to the Island by a large number
of G.E.C.O. members. Local issues such as the Toohey Forest
development controversy and the use of recyclable containers
in the refectory have also received the attention of G.E .C.O.
members.
G .E.C.O . is a member body of the Queensland Conservation
Council, Australian Littoral Society and the Campaign Against
Nuclear Power, and works closely w ith these organisations.
Membership in G .E.C.O. is open to all members of the
Griffith University commun ity and any other interested
persons. Membership fees are : $1.00 for students and $1.50
for staff.

During Orientation Week, we will have a stall at which we
hope there will be a long queue of students and staff eagerly
waiting to join the International Club. If you miss the stall,
please contact Rob Cook (MAS) ; Neville Winton (MAS);
or Dawn Lang (MAS) th rough the lnterschool mail Membership
fee is $2, with a concession of $1 for part-t,me students, and
$3 pe r family membership.
We look forward to meeti ng man y new members th,s year.

Kafka
Apart from the occasional reference to Mon Brod, very little
of Kafka's life is discussed in this organ,sat,on . The focus
is more on the lively entertainment that can be derived flom
Kafka's works. It is so ra re in this time of cynicism and change
to fi nd so stable an institution fu11ct10111ng to honour such a
great man.
No other single person has had such an impact on the
univers ity and on un iversity life - (except to, the time D.
D'Guistino turned into Hi tler in a lecture) No organisation
on campus has had such success, so many members and such
a feeling of comradeship.
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Kafka - is the Unive rsity d rinking club.
(Keg And Flagon Konnoisseur Assoc1at1onl

MAS Media

Griffith Players

If you are at Griffith on a second, third or fourth p1efere11ce
then at least you can blame t he Admissions Centre !01 not
accommodating your desires (terribly selfish a1en't they7)
Or possibly you're here because of no 1mmed1ate job prospects.
Well our "beloved" leaders have fooled you again, because you
are now a member of the "disguised/hidden unemp loyed" and
will most likely be unemployed in 3-5 years (depending on
whether you fail a year. Remember, you do not receive
T.E.A .S. for repeating a year). After some weeks or months,
students may turn their thoughts to why they truly entered
this institution. Damned hard problem isn't it? Well, take
heart (or courage) because after much needless consternation
you wi ll be conditioned li ke m any of us third yea, students.
The latter one may be observed stumbling through the
corridors, spaced-out on the kno wledge he/she just passed
a tutorial prepared the n igh t before. These poor souls are
heard mouthing words in a n in coherent fashion. I saw a
third year one afternoon floating b y with a strange
countenance, mumbling, "I'm here, because I'm here,
because I'm here, be . . . " .

The Griffith Players is the new drama group at the UniversitY.
It was the result of a divisiof') with the other group Encore.
Afte r the split in September of last year the group went
straight into the production of "There Were Giants in Those
Days" by Steve J . Spears. The play was very successful and
was reviewed well by Brisbane papers.
If you are interested in becoming involved with the Griffith
Players, contact Peter Mountjoy, C/- Humanities.

International Club
I.C. is a social dub with a difference . Our activities cover a
wide range of interests from cooking to Calligraphy, and
from wine and cheese evenings to l:)ush dances.
During the last year, we have held barbecues, a hangi,
provided Asian food at joint club functions, and assisted
at the Open Day celebrations with an International dancing
display.

Enough of these trite comments and this nauseating
cyn icism.
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M.A.S. Media relies en t irely on input from staff and students.
When students fail to p ro vide the necessary input, they
can-,ot expect a magazine which will even stimulate some
interest. So, with the know ledge that there are no M.A.S.
barefoot reporters looming in t he corridors, we rely entirely
on your surreptitious eavesd ropp ing and backdoor wanderings.

Music Society
If you like music - playing it, listening to it, singing it, etc. then GUMS is for you.
Current activities include :
Singing (contact Bill Abrahams 275 7246/48 3755)
Playing Classical Chamber Music (phone John Dobson
277 1708 or 275 7441)
Playing Jazz (phone John Dobson)
Buying Instruments - so far we have six music stands and
the University has bought a good piano and bass recorder.
Organizing Block Bookings for Brisbane Concerts
Producing a Newsletter with G VMS news and details of
Griffith and Brisbane Concerts.

Jim Holt

Editor's Note: M .A.S. Media is one of the School's (yes ...
M.A.S } papers.

Things we hope to get off the ground with your assistance,
in 1979, include :
A recorder group
Some folk / pop music events , and
Instrumental lessons (flute, piano, clarinet
and viol in are possibilities)
You can join GUMS by contacting our Orientation Week desk
or by phoning Rhonda Rowe 48 3523.

Photographic Society
The Griffith University Photographic Society (GUPS) was
formed early last year. Its activities include photographic
competitions, displays, lectures, work-shops, and informal
discussions. The Society bulk loads film which is sold . The
Society provides a strong voice in the University to provide
darkroom and other photographic facilities.

Mimosa Creek Film Society
The Mimosa Creek Film Society was formed by a group of
staff anrl students in late 1976 wi th the aim of showing
films attractive to a wide spectrum of University community.
The Society t1 ied to show a good proportion of films not
previously shown widely 1n Brisbane together with films
which have already been shown on the commercial circuits
and yet are still of interest.

There is a membership fee of $2 .50 . Film prices are as
follows :

B& W Neg.
Pan-F, FP-4, HP-5
Pan-X, Plus-X, Tri-X

In 1977 and 1978 the Society has presented programmes
of approximately 14 fil ms at wee kly screenings on Tuesday
nrghts rn the Univers1 ty Cinema. In add ition the Society has
put a number of Wrne & Ch eese Evenings and a successful
"party" rn conjunction wit h KAFKA in late 1978.

20 exp.
30 exp.

Colour slide films
Ektachrome 64 & 200 20 exp.
36 exp .

Membership of the Society must be pa id for in full at the
beg1nn rng of each semester and entitles the holder to attend
all film screenings and meetings of the Society at no further
charge.

Memb.
.60
1.00

3.00
5.50

Non-Memb.
.80
1.30

3.50
1'.l'n

For further information contact Frank Vanclay, A.E.S., or
Margriet Bonnin, Queensland Film and Dra"'!a Centre.

Full details of the programme for Semester I will be
circulated durrng Orrentatron wee k. Look out for posters
and handouts.

I
I

Modern Dance Group
The group has been in existence for 3 years and the work
being done includes some mod ern ballet movement and
jazz dancing . This year the grou p will have several experienced
dancers and anybody who is interested in this movement will
be welcome to join.
The group will hold its first meeting on a date to be announe2d
in the beginning of first semester.
Any enquiries should be directed t o the convenor, Jim Field,
in Ser 2 on 7239 .
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pages of "Lord of the Rings". Wargaming is an essential
to anyone studying history of any sort since you become the
commander, and thrs allows you to see perspectives in a new
light .

Solar Energy Association
The Griffith University Solar Energy Association aims to
develop and promote the use of solar (and related) forms
of energy.
Last year we probably set the cause back several decades by
demonstrating how to boil an egg in forty minutes and sending
one sola r egg cook ing device up in flames.
Things will surely go better with more brains on the job, so
jo111 us this year .

M.A.S .
A .E.S .
Science

Yoga Society
The Griffith Un1versrty Yoga Society was inaugurated in 1975
following enquiries from students and staff interested in
studying genuine Yoga under proper guidance. The primary
aim of the Society 1s to provide an opportunity for members
of the university community to be educated in the principles
and techniques of Yoga as expounded by Patanjali, the
founder of the classic eight-fold path of Yoga.

Wri te your name and school in the exercise book on the club
stand outside the National Bank during Orientation Week .
You'll be advised of the first act1v1ty later on.
Contacts:

For more information, contact A. Otten or M. Ray through
M.A.S. p1geonholes or write to "Griffith Uni. Tacticians
and Strategists", Cl- Griffith University.

Bill Gresham
Ray Dunstan
Brian Gilbert

The Society reta ins the guidance and co-operation of those
teachers whose knowledge and teaching standards are of the
highest possible integrity and authenticity consistent with
the Yoga trad it ion . Classes are taken by Mr Brian McCarthy
and Mrs Joyce McCarthy, Co-principals of the Yoga Education
Centre, Melbourne. Mr McCarthy has also received training at
the Yoga Institute, Bombay. These two institutions are the
The Confederate armies gain a decisive victory at Gettysburg,
only two bod ies recognised by the International Board of Yoga
thereby promulgating a march on Washington; German armoured fo1 the training of Yoga teachers.
and air forces surround and besiege Moscow and the Russians
Classes
falter, then rout at the gates of Berlin.
The teaching 1s supplemented by discussion groups, camps,
lectures, addresses by visiting guest scholars and social
Are these occurrences, dramatically opposed to the historical
activities such as film evenings . Each new member will be
truth, the ramblings of an old soldier recounting exaggerated
enrolled rn a class wh ich meets tor one hour each week. There
tal 1.;? Propaganda? In reality, these events took place only in
the confines of the relatively peaceful and academic grounds of will be a fourteen week programme of instruction in First
semester Classes will be held each week commencing in the
Gr iffith University (bar the occasional political march which
second week of semester . In every fourth week, classes will
could hardly be likened to the inspiring and grandiose marches
be combined and a lecture will be delivered by the teachers
of pre-1914 Europe) . 1978 heralded the arrival and development in our fair campus of G.U.T.S., an organisation dedicated on a topic relevant to the application of Yoga in daily life.
to those interested in recreating, and in many cases, changing
Enquiries and Enrolments
our milltary past with noth ing more warlike than dice, rulers
and plastic figurines. For many years, the multifaceted concept Detalls regarding class ttmes and locations wtll be available
during Orientation Week and the fast two weeks of semester
of war-gaming has grown , especially since the publishing of
at the Society's refenal desk on the lower level of University
H.G . Wells' book "Little Wars" . Clubs to promote the idea
House . During Orientation Week the desk 1s open from
have grown and developed internationally and it is a
11.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. each day. The desk will be kept
recognized concept for all military planning and training of
open for the f irst week of semester between 1 1.30 a.m. and
the leading world nations. Thus, naturally, followers of the
1.30 p .m . ENROLMENTS CLOSE 1.30 P.M. 2 MARCH
hobby (or should I say disease) at Griffith University found
1979.
each others common interest and aggregated to form the
members of G.U.T.S. Next, a campus meettng of all interested
Introductory Lecture Series
was called to which an astounding number turned up. We
An tntroductory lecture series aimed at explaining the
discussed a cons 1tution and club's aims and then requested
relevance of Yoga to the University community and giving
money from the social committee. This was the first volley
an introduction to the meaning and methods of Yoga will
1n the battle for a club (pardon the pun). With the money
be conducted over Orientation Week and the first week of
we removed terrain and board games were bought and regular
semester The programme is open to all. Details are as
meetings commenced . Today, the club is active and alive
follows.
and hopes to prosper in 1979.

Tacticians & Strategists
-GUTS

Basically there are two facets to war-gaming being (a) the
figurine wargame ("toy soldiers" to those too ignorant to
know the use of these when adopted to correct rules) which
involves scale figures, tanks, armour, etc. on suitable terrain
and scale rules are calculated to allow a battle to be conducted.
The other form is boardgaming which is far more analytical
and IS adaptable to campaigns of division and army strength.
Wargam,ng covers a variety of eras from ancients, through to
Napoleonus, civil war, W.W. II and Vietnam. There are also
novel aspects such as future war (W.W . 111 )galactic war (a
modlfi1 d "Star Wars") and "Middle earth" involving an
mtnnuing array of elves, witches, demons straight from the
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Wednesday, 21 February

12.30 -

HUM

0.08

Lecture & Frlm

Thursday, 22 February
12.30 - HUM 0.08

Lecture & Film

Office bearers of the society are :
Martin Taylor (AES)
Em Pelecanos (MAS)
who can be contacted thmugh the Schools or the Board of
Community Services.

Associatio of Griffith
Univ rsity Worn n
The Association of Gntflth University Women is a social group
organised to extend friendship throughout the d ff rent schools
and depa1lments of the Univernty to all lady staff membe,s
and the wives of staff members.
Meeting:; are held momhl'{ N1th a va11 ty ot dilfe1e1 t speake s
of varying 1nte1 ests or dll au1vity or Out inq 1s PI e a1 rangP.d
instead of a meeting We are also hor,ing to organ,Le different
interest 91 oups this yr-ar
The first meeting of the v dr w,11 be on February 14th at

7.30 p.m. and the speak r ,viii be M1 Pete1 Jones from the
Drug Referral Cent e A notice with full details will b po.ted

Women's

The Women's Room is in University House, Level 1, tucked
away in d corner over the Refectory We feel it 1s important
to have a room where we can meet without men, because
women have traditionally been isolated from each other and
encouraged to compete for male attention and approval. By
excluding men we hope to learn to trust and work with each
other a women
The activities of thP. women's g1oup depend entirely on the
1n terests nd energies of the collective at any given time. Last
year our main act1v1t1es were the right to abortion campaign,
and the l>u1ldmg up of a ltbrary (open to al l} of books,
penorlicals and leaflets of relevance to women's issues. Some
deas which d,dn 't get off th~ ground included a film day,
the fo1 mat1on of a Women's St1ee1 Theatre Group, and
regular 1pen discuss,om on women's issues. Perhaps w1 th
more women this '{ear, somt: of these ideas could be brought
to 1eahty 01 perhaps you've got some other ideas. . ?
The Women's Group 1s made up of women with one common
interest, the liberation of women m our society. We are of
Nidely diverging ages, backgrounds and li festv les, and have
et 1fteren1 ideas on ho our aims would be best achieved.
WI,, not come along and exchange ideas?

IOUf

The Women's Group IS d c,1llcct111e at women 011 cc1rnpu~ who
mei:1 once a week to orgdn 1~e ,Jround 1ssuf!s we cons1de1
1mpo1tant to us as women. Some issues are centred on campu~
some out in the big-wide wo Id All women die welcom to
attend all mee ings, but despite gooc! intentions. we·v~· not
yet got around to 01 !Jdnis111g any met. tings to which men are
inv1 ted.

The Women's Room will be open from 12 - 2.00 p.m. each
day Ju11ng Orientation Week Drop 1n and have a chat, or
browse through our coll ction of literature. Films on a variety
of women's issues will be shown during Orientation Week. We
urye all students to come along

Why We
Oppo e Votes
For Men
1.
Btc, ••

m,n·s p/,c,. is ,n th<' ,rmy

2.
8.c:,ust no rully •11nly m1n ..,,,,,.
to settlt' •ny qutst,on othtrwlse than by
/1gh11n1 ,bout it

3
8t'c.-us, ,t men hould adopt pe,e,.abl,
mtthods women will no /on1er loo• up

rn •hem.

4
Bee.use mt'n 11,111/ lost tbtir charm ,I
fhty strp out ol their natural sph,n 1nd
;nit. e'lt rhemstlvt.r ii' othtr matr,r, than
/nu of 1tmJ. umlorm, and dtums.

5
Becausr men ut tOJ tmoflon,I to vott.
Thtir conduct at bastb1J! r•mu •nd polit
,ea/ conuntion.s shows chl"s. wbil• thtlr
""' tt undtt1cy to 1pp~,1 to lore• ri,ndtrs ~

rhtm particularly unlit /or the tut
iov•rnment.
•

of

Alice D er Miller, 9. S
-------Alf

---

f>u1• MtUtr

1.ht .A""'tn.eOII M'-~U' o"ld po,,L
IA".d /rO"'I l11t ti., 1..IU1
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CCNTRKEPTION
Many students attending university for the first time have not
yet begun a sex life which involves other people. Although
f'I quite a few secondary schools now provide some sort of sex
e education for many people it was too long ago or not frank
n enough to be of much practical use to them. This article is
o mainly written for those who choose sexual partners from the
opposite sex to themselves. It has two main themes :
contraception and sexually transmitted disease. The aim of
this article is not to focus on the dangers of sex, but to provide
some initial practical knowledge necessary to enjoy the kind
of sexual lifestyle you want.
When you do make the dec ision to use some form of
contraception, the decision is yours alone. You can, and
should, however, receive practical help and advice from your
own doctor or the campus Med ical Centre, or one of the
following organisations:

exams) can disrupt the menstrual cycle, making prediction of
ovulation impossible. Rises in temperature can occur
following some minor illness, making you think ovulation
has already occurred when it has not. This group of methods
is difficult to use, unsafe and place limitations on the times
when intercourse can occur. Many women have a sort of
vague idea that the rhythm methods mean not having sex
in the middle of the meostrual cycle and many men have a
trusting faith that women "know their dates". If you decide
for religious or other reasons that you wish to use one of
these methods, first discuss it with a doctor.
Some brands of foam or spermicidal pessaries assert that
they are reliable if used on their own . This is not true and
they should always be combined with another method, e.g.
condom or diaphragm.

FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OLD.
239 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley. Ph. : 52 5151
1933 Logan Road, Mt . G ravatt. Ph. : 343 1694
WOMEN'S HOUSE, SHELTA & RAPE CRISIS
31 Bartley Street, Spring Hill. Ph .: 229 5922
The Union office and Campus Women 's Groups also have
a large amount of literature and information on
contraception etc. which is available for loan .
Unless you are planning a baby , all heterosexual genital
intercourse should be protected by a reliable contracept ive
method. Pregnancy can result from "heavy pett ing" where
the penis 1s close to, but not actually inside the vagina, so
contraception is needed for this as well. There are about 10
methods of contraception used in Australia today and these
can be classed as "unreliable" or "reliable" according to
their efficiency in preventing conception . A failure rate of
10 unwanted pregnancies per 100 women per year is generally
thought to be the lower limit of reliab ility . Unreliable methods
include: withdrawal, the rhythm methods and spermicidal
preparations used on their own . Reliable methods include:
condoms, d iaphragms, intra-uterine devices and oral
contraceptives.

Withdrawal ("coitus interruptus") means the man pulling his
penis out of his partner's vagina just before he ejaculates. He
needs to be very aware of his own body (and very strong
willed!) to do this in time and an inexperienced man may not
be able to judge his own sensations accurately. There is
always a risk of pregnancy because sperm may escape before
orgasm, and this method reduces enjoyment for both partners.
T he Rhythm Method group includes the ovulation and

temperature methods. They all involve estimating the time of
ovulation and avoiding intercourse during this period. The
basic rhythm method does this by a calculation based on
sperm survival time and length of the menstrual cycles, while
the temperature method relies on the fact that ovulation is
followed by a rise in basic body temperature·and combines
this with daily examination of the mucus secretions of ~h~
vagina. Although more reliable than the other method, 1t 1s very
demanding of users and considerably restricts the number ot
days on which intercourse can occur.

Alt of these methods are unreliable because they are vulnerable
to unpredictable fluctuations in the length of menstrual
cycles and to human error . Any outside cause of tension (e.g.
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Condoms (Sheaths, rubbers) are made of very thin rubber
with a small teat at the end to receiv'! the sperm. They can be
bought at any chemist and the most reliable brands are
Wetchex or Durex. American "tips" only cover the end of
the penis and they are liable to leak around the rim.
Condoms must be rolled down the whole penile shaft and
be in place before genital contact occurs. If more than one
act of intercourse occurs, the condom should be replaced
with a new one. The penis should be withdrawn before it
becomes soft so that the condom is not left behind. The
usual reason for condom failure is withdrawing the penis
from the vagina and reinserting it during intercourse which
may fold and tear the condom. If you carry a condom
around in your wallet or pocket for days it may become
worn and dangerous. Some may say that condoms reduce
sensitivity but this loss of feeling is only slight.
Condoms are available from almost any chemist. They are
a reliable contraceptive and may give some protection
against sexually transmitted disease.
The diaphragm is a device made of thin rubber placed in the
vagina and must always be used with a spermicidal cream.
It can be inserted two hours before intercourse and must
remain there for six hours afterwards. Repeated intercourse
can take place simply by introducing more cream into the
vagina before the act. The diaphragm must be fitted initially
by a doctor or nurse trained in this work who wi II see that
-,,ou know how to use it correctly. A check-up is needed
?Very six months in case a new size is required, this is
especially true after childbirth. At one time, the dia phragm
was the main method of female contraception but was
displaced by oral contraceptives. It has enjoyed a new
burst of popularity recently because it is simple, safe and
has no side effects.

Women who have taken the pill for many years have been
observed and the side-effects studied. While certain
physiological changes do take place, it would seem that
for many the pill can be regarded as safe.
On attending a contraceptive clinic or visiting a doctor
for the first time an examination is performed in order to
see which brand is best for each person and to see if there
are any reasons for believing the pill may not be a desirable
contraceptive. If this is the case, other methods mav be
suggested. Oral contraceptives should not be give? ~o
friends, since it is impossible to know whether this ,s the
best pill for them or the best contraceptive method .
Reliability

The intra-uterine device is placed in the womb by a doctor and

left in place indefinitely. There are many types of IUD's
available. They all give a high degree of protection but have
the disadvantage that if you have not been pregnant an
anaesthetic may be needed to insert them. If an IUD is
required, it is advisable to seek referral to a·specialist. We
have one on campus - ask at the Medical Centre.

Oral contraceptives
IUD
Diaphragm & spermicide
Condom & spermicide
Condom alone
Foam alone
Rhythm method
Withdrawal

The table above shows all the contraceptive methods
discussed in order of reliability. While reliability is obviously
Sometimes they cause backache or heavy periods and drop
the most important question when choosing a contraceptive,
out. The risk of losing it is not as great with the newer
it is not the only one. Other considerations include the kind
types . A thread is attached to it which lies in the vagina
of life style you have, how much you know about the various
and may be detected by self-examination. If the thread cannot methods and the attitudes of your partner(s). The frequency
be felt further intercourse should not take place until a
of intercourse varies from those people who have sex only
doctor has been consulted .
very occasionally to those who have it daily. People who only
rarely have sex may feel that methods involving going to a
Orat Contraceptives
clinic and/or taking a pill daily are too much trouble. These
This is usually known as "the pill" i!nd gives the greatest
people may be tempted to use the rhythm methods
degree of protection of all the contraceptive methods . Some
withdrawal and may "succeed" with them for some time
types will not give complete protection for the first month
because of their low rate of intercourse rather than the
that they are taken and it is necessary to use some other
reliability of the method . However, it only takes one
method as well during that month. The pill should be taken
miscalculation to cause an unwanted pregnancy and condoms
at roughly the same time each day and regularly, otherwise
are probably the best method here. Some people lead v?ry
there is a risk of becoming pregnant.
organised lives and can be pretty sure when they are going
to have sex and for these people the forethought required
There is no ideal single pill. They may all produce side effects. for methods like the diaphragm is not a problem. Other
The usual type contains two hormones, an oestrogen and a
people find this difficult and may be better suited by a
progestogen, there being 21 pills in a single course . Some
method like the condom which is readily available from
people prefer to take a tablet every day and may be prescribed the chemists or an IUD which can be fitted and simply left
packs containing 28, the extra ones being inactive.
in place. Failure to choose a method which suits you, lack
of knowledge about the reliability or characteristics of the
Bleeding occurs in the week between two courses of 21
various methods and not discussing contraception with your
tablets or while taking the inactive ones. For medical reasons,
partner are all contributing factors to unwanted pregnancy.
brands may be prescribed in which the ratio of the doses
Contraception is an important thing to learn about and the
between the two hormones is varied during the course. For
best time to learn is before beginning to have intercourse.
some years the pills containing progesterone only have been
Sometimes people know a great deal abput one method
used overseas. These have recently been made available in
and use it succ.essfully for several years . Then they decide
Australia, and are known as mini pills. This type is not as
to change their method and choose one which is less
effective a contraceptive as the combination type, but has
reliable or which they know less about. This is very common
some advantages.
among women who have used the pill for some years and
then decide to go off it, for a break, because their parents
discover the packet, because of a quarrel with a steady
partner or because of medical advice. If you do decide to
change your method. make sure you know all about the
new method you have chosen.
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As well as lack of knowledge, lack of communication
between partners can also be a problem. This is most common
at the beginning of relationships or in casual sex where the
partners do not know each other well. Many men simply
assume women are on the pill and fail to check and many
women think the man will "do something" without
discovering what. It is much easier on the nerves to find out
first rather than worrying about it afterwards.

The intra-uterine contraceptive
device in lace
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LEGAL RIGHTS
IF YOU ARE ARRESTED IN QUEENSLAND
What are your rights?
What are your responsibilities?
Where can you get help?

police to inform you of the reason for arrest, you cannot later
complain that you were not given this information at the time
of arrest.
If you resist lawful arrest, the police can use all necessary
force to arrest you.

A policeperson's job is to enforce the law.
In Queensland, that almost gives them the right to do
anything (or at least that's what they'll tell you). However,
powers are theoretically limited to obeying the Jaw as well
as enforcing it. While you may never get to exercise them,
these are your rights.

Do not resist a police officer (this can be particularlv d11maging
to your health). Assert your rights firmly but carefully,
otherwise you may be laying yourself open to another charge.
Above all, answer no questions.

• First, remember that you are innocelit until found guilty
in court. The onus is on the police to prove that you have
committed an offence.
•second, when you are being questioned by the police,
you are not required to say anything that might
incriminate you except to give your name, address and
occupation.
THE ACT OF ARREST

When Can You be Arrested?
(a)
A police officer may arrest you on a warrant. This is
an official order signed by a magistrate. The warrant
states the charge against you and normally must be
shown to you at the time of arrest. Sometimes a
police officer may arrest a person against whom a
warrant has been issued without having the warrant
in their possession (but in such cases the person
arrested has the right to see the warrant without
unreasonable delay).

(b)

Without a warrant in certain -circumstances. Police
powers of arrest are limited to the following
circumstances:

(i)

If you are found by the police in the act of committing
or immediately after committing an offence; or

(ii)

If the police suspect with reasonable cause that you
might have committed an offence; or

(iii)

If you are found loitering by the police and he/she/they
suspect(s) with reasonable cause that you are about to
commit an offence (which means any crime,
misdemeanour or simple offence punishable by
imprisonment).

It is important to understand that the meaning of "offence"
is not confined to major wrong-doing, such as assaults,
stealing, etc., but takes in an enormous range of conduct
under the Police Act and many other statutes. For example,
disorderly conduct, obscene language with intent to provoke
a breach of the peace, participating in an unlawful assembly,
failing to disperse when called upon to do so by the police,
or even refusing to give your name and address when asked
for it are all offences for which you may be arrested as
described above. Offences may also be created by local
authority by-laws, and these are frequently relevant to
the attempted assertion of civil liberties.

Do You Have to Answer Questions?
Apart from your name, address and occupation, you are not
obliged under any cirumstances to answer questions or to make
a statement. This applies whether the police enquiries are part
of a routine check-up, whether they arise in the course of a
police visit to your home to ask questions, or whether they
are made after you have been arrested. It is quite possible,
unwittingly and incorrectly, to incriminate yourself or your
friends by hasty or careless words spoken in the heat of the
moment, which are later given a meaning you never intended.

As a rule, if you consider yourself to have been wrongfully
arrested or to be wrongfully under suspicion, you should
say as little as possible until your solicitor or an independent
third party is present to give you advice. It is only in limite:-!
Can the Police Use Force to Arrest You?
If you are arrested, you have a right to be informed immediately circumstances that an innocent party under suspicion can
derive substantial benefit from supplying information to
of the charge. However, if you run away, or resist lawful arrest
police in the absence of a legal advisor. For example, a dealer
or bring about a situation in which it is not possible for the
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who is found in possession of stolen goods, but who did not
know the property had been stolen, should immediately
explain to the police how he/she obt ained the goods lawfully.
Arrest cannot be justified merely for t he purpose of asking
questions. Moreover, if you are not under arrest, you are
not obltged to go with a poli ce officer to a police station
for questioning. If asked or told to do so , yo u are entitled
to reply: "Are you arresting me? If not, I'm not coming."
Nor are the police ent itled to enter you r home to question
you or to search, unless you invite the m to do so, or they have
a warrant,

refusing a preliminary test. If a driver has not been drinking
at all, or has been drinking but believes his or her ability to
control a vehicle is not impeded, he or she should seek the
opinion of a doctor of his or her own choice before refusing
the breathalyser or blood tests. In any event it is always wise
to contact a lawyer as soon as possible.
Can You Be Released on Bail?
If bail is refused by the police, or if you cannot produce the
stipulated amount yourself, you should ask for a friend,
relative or solicitor to be notified . If this request is refused
by the police, ask tor the refusal to be recorded and raise
the matter with the magistrate when brought before them.

If questioned by a police officer, it is ad visable to give him/her
yo ur name and address. If he/s~e asks furt her questions, you
may then ask whether you are under arrest. If the answer is
"No", you are entitled to walk away. It Is generally advisable,
however, not to use this right except in t he presence of an
independent witness who can testify later if necessary, to
the circumstances.

When Do You Go Before a Magistrate?
An arrested person has the right to be taken before a court
without unreasonable delay. In practice (for example, in the
case of an arrest on Saturday when a court is not sitting),
the delay may be appreciable.

YOUR RIGHTS IN THE POLICE STATION

Should You Have a Lawyer With You?

What Happens After You Are Arrested?

Everyone has the right to obtain legal assistance before being
called on to answer a charge. If you have any doubts as to
your position, you should ask the magistrate for a remand
(adjournment) to give you t ime to consult a solicitor. Such
a request should never be refused.

You are taken to the police station where the charge against
yo u must be formally made , and recorded, w ithout
unnecessary delay. You may be questio ned in the station, in
which case y'.lu should bear in mi nd the remarks made above.
Any suggestion from a police officer that by making a
statement you wil I make things easier for yourself shou Id
be regarded with susp1c1on. When you are ch arged, you may
have your photograph, finger p rints and palm prints taken,
be searched and in some cases you ma y be examined by a
doctor. You may nominate a doctor to conduct the
examination required, and you are entitled to refuse
examination altho ugh the procedure for traffic offences
is more complicated and is ex plained be low in detail. Any
mo ney or property taken from you should be recorded by
t he police.

There is a tendency for anyone accused of an offence which
he or she has not committed to think that they have no
need for a lawyer, and that their innocence will protect them.
This is a mistake and overlooks the fact that evidence against
a person may be false as well as true, and that many cases
depend on which side puts up the most telling arguments,
rather than the literal truth which may be hard to establish.
Representation by a lawyer may reduce the risk of a
miscarriage of justice.
How Should You Plead?

When brought before a court you are entitled to plead NOT
GUILTY. The prosecution is then required to prove its
case. As a general rule. you should never plead guilty, unless
advised to do so by a solicitor. This holds good even if you
think you are guilty - and law is a highly technical process,
and you may be entitled to an acquittal without knowing.

Driving and Alcoho l
T he requirement that you undergo a breathalyser or blood
test arises in two cases ( 1)

A police officer or inspector who has reasonable
grounds for believing
(a) that personal injury or damage to property has
been caused as a result of the use of a motor
vehicle, or

Do not plead gu ilty on police adv ice . An accused person is
sometimes told by the police that if he or she pleads guilty,
or makes a confession , they will " play down" the case and
you wi II get off with a lighter sentence. Such promises are
not binding and should be treated with the utmost
su spicion . Choo se you r own solic itor rather than any that
may be recommended by the police.

(b} that a driver has committed a traffic offence;
and in either case
(c) that a driver had alcohol in his body ;
may require the driver to undergo a preliminary
"alco" test. If the test exceeds 0.08% the driver may
be required to submit to a breathalyser o r blood test .
(2)

YOUR RIGHTS IN COURT

WHERE YOU CAN GET HELP

If possible you should obtain the services of a solicitor. See
the section on Un ion Services tit led Legal Aid for further
details on this.

Where the officer has reasonable gro unds for believ ing
that a person has committed the offence of driving
a motor vehicle under the influence o f alcohol, the
driver may be required to submit to a b reathalyser
or blood test without a preliminary test.

What If You Cannot Afford Legal Advice?

Obtaining justice in court is not cheap. In terms of money
it is sometimes cheaper not to engage a lawyer for a minor
charge and to plead guilty. The long-term cost of this may be
stain on your character wh ich cannot be erased and which
may be used against you the reafter.

The driver may request his or her own docto r to t ake the
blood sample at their own expense. He or she must also be
informed of their right to communicate with a lawyer and
a friend. A driver may refuse any test but such refusal may
affect subsequent proceedings adverse ly . Refusal also
renders a person liable to a fine and suspension , unless
there is a substantial reason for refusing the test other
than the desire to avoid provi d ing info rmation that may be
used in evidence. The officer may dri ve the car of any person

If You Are Arrested You Have a Right to

" Get a solicitor
* Make no statement
* Apply for bai I
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TENANTS RIGHTS
For most students, house hunting and renting is at best a
difficult process, and instances of lost bond money and
other problems with tenancy are numerous. The following
is a general summary of your rights (what few there are)
and obligations as a tenant, which will hopefully make you
aware of some of the pitfalls that can occur in the course
of renting premises. It is primarily based on the Residential
Tenancies Act of 1975 which was adopted by the Old
Parliament in December of that year. This Act is somewhat
restrictive in nature, but the basic information it provides
is applicable to all students who live away from home or do
not own their own home. Therefore we urge you all to read
it.
The Residential Tenancies Act itself refers to dwelling houses
let for the purpose or principally for the purpose of residence.
It includes houses, units, parts of multiple houses, and flats.
It does not include premises ordinarily let for holiday
purposes, or situations of lodging and board. The Act covers
all tenancy agreements, whether entered into or renewed
before or after the date on which it became operative. It is
possible to make private agreements outside the terms of
the Act, but nothing in such an agreement is legally binding
if it is inconsistent with it.
If you have any doubts about your rights don't hesitate to
contact the student union and/or seek legal advice. Above
all, if you have a problem don't delay in getting assistance
as this may remove your chances to rectify the situation
legally.
1.

(bi

GENERAL PROVISIONS

to allow the tenant to have quiet enjoyment of the
dwelling house, and fixtures, fittlngs, goods and
chattels let therewith. Interference with the tenant's
quiet enjoyment may give rise to a claim for damages
against the owner or his/her agent and may allow the
tenant to terminate the tenancy.

to maintain during the tenancy fixtures, fittings,
goods and chattels let with the house in good
tenantable repair.

(d)

to c-0mply with all lawful requirements in regard
to health and safety standards with respect to the
dwelling house.

(e)

(d)

to pay the rent agreed upon (or as subsequently
varied) at the times specified therein. If the rent is
unpaid for 7 days a tenant can be legally held to
have failed to perform this obligation.

2.

ENTRY BY PERSON OR AGENT OF PERSON
LETTING PREMISES

Notwithstanding any agreement with the tenant, the agent
or person letting the premises can enter the dwelling house
to inspect the state of repair of the house itself, and the
fixtures, goods and chattels let within it. They may also enter
with a prospective tenant or purchaser to show him/her the
dwelling, or tq effect repairs or carry out requirements laid
down by any public authority.

VARIATION OF RENT

If the tenancy is a periodic tenance, i.e. from week to week
or from month to month, the rent may be varied by giving
one month's notice in writing. But if the tenancy is for a
fixed term (e.g. six month lease) the rent can only be increased
by agreement with the tenant, or at the end of the term, when
a new tenancy agreement is negotiated.
4.

RIGHT TO ASSIGN OR SUBLET

Generally a tenant requires the consent of the lessor before
he/she can assign or sublet. In the case of a tenancy for a
fixed term of 6 months or longer, a request for subletting
of the whole of the dwelling house cannot be reasonably
refused. This still requires consent in the case of a part of
the dwelling house.

to keep common areas (in cases where the dwelling
house is part of a multiple house or other building)
in a clean and safe condition.

Students should be wary of people offering room by room
renting, as this often overinflates the total cost of the
dwelling and is usually not the most desirable situation to
live in.

Implied Obligations on the Tenant

to care for the dwelling house and fixtures, fittings,
goods and chattels let therewith in the manner of a
reasonable tenant;

to conduct him/herself and to ensure that other
persons in the dwelling house with his/her consent
conduct themselves in a manner that will not cause
a disturbance or be a nuisance or an annoyance to
adjoining or neighbouring occupiers;

These provisions are subject to any agreement to the contrary
between the concerned parties. No agreement can specify
that less than one month's notice may be given.

If any of the obligations (b) to (e) are breached the tenant
may repudiate the tenancy and also recover damages provided
that the lessor had notice of the existence of the defect and
failed to remedy it.

(a)

(c)

3.

to provide and maintain the dwelling house in good
and tenantable repair and in a condition fit for
human habitation.

(c)

to repair within a reasonable time, damage to the
dwelling house or fixtures, fittings, goods and
chattels let therewith caused by the wilful or
negligent conduct of the tenant or persons coming
into or upon the dwelling house with his/her consent;

No notice is required if the owner or agent believes on
reasonable grounds, that the well being of the tenant is
at stake or that entry is necessary to protect the dwelling
house and its fixtures, fittings, etc. from immiment or
further damage. Under normal circumstances, however,
reasonable notice in writing must be given of intention to
enter, and the right of entry must be exercised at a
reasonable time.

Implied Obligations on the Person Letting the Premises

(a)

(b)

5.
MITIGATION OF DAMAGE
Where either party in the renting agreement is entitled to
claim damages from the other, either through the private
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tenancy agreement or the Act, they have a duty to
"mitigate" their damage.

TRANSPORT
111 IBI III m Iii CII,

The person letting the premises has a duty to mitigate
his/her damage, that is, he/she must endeavour to find a
new tenant and thus reduce the previous tenant's losses.
This means only in exceptional circumstances would the
ex-tenant be liable for the full amount of rent to the end
of the term or period of tenancy.
6.

1111111'1111 I

TERMINATION OF TENANCIES

Notice by Person or Agent of Person, Letting the
Premises
Where a tenant has failed to comply with obligations
implied by Act or some other obligation or condition
contained or specified in the tenancy agreement then
the owner can give 14 days notice to quit .

Everyone has some hassles with this one. So a few hints/
suggestions and things you should know.

In the case of a tenancy for a fixed term, e.g. six months
or one year, there must be a breach as above before the
tenant can be given notice to quit before the term is up,
but less than one month's notice cannot be given.

Getting to Uni
You have the choice:
1.

In the case of a periodic tenancy, e.g. from week to week
or from month to month, notice to quit of at least a month
must be given. Although he/she must give one month's notice
to quit, he/she doesn't have to state a reason. This is subject
to any agreement to the contrary between the parties
concerned.

Have your own car. The main problem with this one is
cost and parking. Costs obviously vary. (Insurance,
repairs, spare parts/tyres - see the discount book).
Parking is always bad on campus. Unless you are very
wealthy, do not park (a) where it is signed ($5 - $20);
(b) on "nature strips" - grass, footpaths, etc. ($~0 fine).
If you do get fined, there is only one way to complain write to the Registrar and state your case. If it is good,
he may waive the fine. The University insists that it will
tdke you to court if you don't pay - and they do - but
it takes about 3 months from the day you actually get
fined. If you end up in court - you will lose and have
to pay court costs and cost of the summons ($35 approx.).

Notice by Ten ant
In the case of a tenancy for a fixed term, e.g. six months or
a year. where the owner or his/her agent has broken an
obligation implied by the Act or not complied with an
obligation contained or specified in the tenancy agreement,
then the tenant may give 14 days notice of quitting, subject
to any agreement between the parties concerned to the
contrary.

1.

(a)

Motor bikes - virtually the same except parking is
more available. There are special parking areas near
loading bay and on Ring Road opposite Science I.

Tenant may give notice to quit orally or in writing.

2.

The persons letting the premises must give notice in writing,
and a written notice must meet certain requirements. These
requirements are quite detailed; Student Legal Aid Service
can give details if required.

Be in a "travel pool". Community Services has a board
with lists - go in and see OR just ask around. Most
people can do with someone to share costs or simply for
company.

3.

Buses - pretty slack on campus. They run to city either
via Salisbury (train station) or Garden City. Timetables
are available from Student Affairs or the Student Union
Office.

4.

Hitch-hiking - quite a viable alternative. But it is easier
to get a lift to Uni than home - for some inexplicable
reason. But it is illegal to hitch from the side of the road
in Queensland. You must be on the footpath. (Yet
another logical law.)

5.

Push-bikes. If you have the energy, a fast and economical
form of transport. Those funny circular cement structures
dotted around the Uni are intended for bicycles but
generally leave it where it is safe and not in the way.
Don't be surprised if you are asked to move it bureaucracy is rife here.

6.

Walk. There are numerous bush tracks off and around

Form of Notice

7.

RECOVERY OF DWELLING

The owner or his/her agent may have valid grounds for
possession of the dwelling house but this in no way entitles
him/her to enter the dwelling house and eject the tenant.
He or she must establish to the satisfaction of a Magistrates
Court that there are grounds for ejectment. The tenant can
of course, dispute this case before the court.
If the court is satisfied as to the owner's case it can issue a
"warrant for possession" authorising the ejectment of the
tenant by force if necessary.
Tenant's goods and chattels cannot be seized by the owner
or anyone else as payment or security for money owed to
him/her.

the campus - ask someone to show you or make an
"educated guess" - be careful. There are definite tracks
to most places e.g. Mt. Gravatt Teachers College, etc.

The Student Union has copies of draft lease agreements,
and condition of premises and contents forms. Don't sign
anything before you read it thoroughly and know what
you're getting into.

If all else fails, sta home and enjov it.
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t o ~ !We )QI set the books )QI , - i Ind dlSlrib,t.e the IW1lkis p,ofilS lo the
shareldlcrs e,cry )Uf
, , ,
No manbenlup. No rebate; Ind ra>-<ncmbcn pay 1 ~ on lr>aboob. ~

- - - Level •1 Universit

BIG TOP

Bool.s

&Quldrcns books
e Member> sp,c,aJs
•llcd<s bt ma,I
tt Woric>widc mapm,c !J.Oiel1ll""' !tl"\'10<
&A rebate ' pu! annually,btiod on )'OUr pun:lwcs

~

House

Shopping Centre (next to Zupps)
Logan Road, Mt. Gravatt

WASH & DRY ALL YOUR LAUNDRY IN 45 MINS.
NOW AVAILABLE :-

12 lb wash

60 C

16 lb wash

80 C

20 lb wash

Phone - 59.3059

$1.20

Extractor

10 C

Dryers

20 C for 8mins.
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QUALITY
CATERING
ALL functims catered for

ph. 275 7321
or 208 5174
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS CATERED

AT

BALLS
YOUR home
WEDDINGS
ANY specified hall
INITIES
Griffith Uni.
DANCES
OR take away
\\e will fill YOUR requirements-contactHELENorlAN
CALCULATORS

STUDENT

6weaf "alue fwa"el fo 4114 1
fhe OIHl~l1 fhe IJ.ft.1
IIJDOPI, fhe 4MIHHC41 ...

PRICES

Hewlett-Packard

•

Texas Instruments
Sanyo

whewe 'fOU wanf
fo go1 fhe wa,'fOU wanf fo go!
dtp l.' nd on 1t .

available at

THE CAMPUS SHOPPE
Plll•TIME & U TERNIL ffll&TS

BOOK1"'6 0111(11

LOW COST

• INIIBOIJll"'I •
• 11'0"'11' •
• BIIIIBA"'I •
•ADIIAIDI•
•PIIIIH•
• (A!"-IBIIIDA •

HEALTH COVEi

• A.U.S. FRIENDLY SOCIETY STUDENT HEAL TH SCHEME
ASK AT YOUR SRC/UNION OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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J.tJf;~tl
Ill 1111
JJO~.tSt;
JJJ f;f;JS
JSf;JIIS
.tS f;l~I

fi•eaf wal e fsawel f o .&II.&,
fhe OIIIINT, fhe 11.N..
IIJIIOPI, fhe .&Mlllll(.&I .. .

whe•e you wanf
fo uo, fhe way
,..ou wanf f o gol

S Education Information
• publication of the education department of the
Australian Union of Students.
• news, articles and graphics to build the movement
for open, dem ocratic and critical education.
SUBSCRIPTION$: $10 p.a.

• Student Charter Flights
-with worldwide connections

• Domestic Flights
-25% student discounr

What have you got to lose?

eScheduled Flight Services
-to anywhere in the world

• I SIS Travel Insurance
-for baggage, hNlth and canCflllation

• Tours and Overlanders
-of Australia, Asia, Europt!, N.+ S. America, New Zealand

• Educational Exchange Programmes
-to the U.S.A. , China, Japan and the U.S.S. R.

• Guide Books and Brochures
-.special student guides to low cost travelling,

• Information
-on visas, passports, heal th, etc,

• Accommodation
-in

Australia and overseas

• Group Travel
-for all types of study, Sporting,
conference and holida y groups

• Cruises
• Domestic Coaches

If you r possessions were lost or stolen. could
you af ford to replace them? You prohahly
cou ldn 't, that' s why AUS Insurance designed
Gradp lan for students and graduates.

-2(}'J(, student discount

• Student Rail Passes
-for Europe, U.S.A. , Canada, U. I< .

Grad plan ·- covers your household contents
and personal effects, both in and away from
your norma l place of residence an.:1/or your
res ident ial bui lding.
Prem iums vary from state to state and
are avai lable with brochures
Arlvisory Service--we offer a complete, free
adv isory serv ice on all aspects of insurance,
including health and life insurance. For all
your insurance queries, pick up a brochure
at the Student A ssociation/Union/Gu ild or
write to AUS Insurance, 1A Lee Street ,

BOOKl~fi 0111(11
Queensland
Jl'IIL I Build ng

,Jr,,,e,,,,~ 01
~f

New South Wolas

nSIO

·e 14

Luc,a d061

I e1 310 ;,1<166/ JIO b...,!;c
~Jud n

union

JOrr" ,s '"'oo• Ull'ver
lowos, e4a11
lei

7 t.')IQ/79 a1

,

o~, wesi A 1unes
Unt0n8
~

,,

e-w t.r one
235

Arrr>rJo

e (0o7) 21177

Railway Square, Sydney 2000 .
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Vl clo110
220 •orooov Stree1
Co• tor, J053
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Di, SheIle){ Sian and Robyn, with
thanks to Julianne, Liz, Neil,
Robin and Roni, and special mention
to Gary and Richard - Thank you.

PRINTED BY:

Warwick Daily News.

PUBLISHED BY:

Shelley Coneybeer and Sian Lewis for
the Griffith University Union of
Students.
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The Student Union wishes to extend our sincere
sympathies to the family and friends of
Jim Jackson, who died suddenly last week. _
Consequently his name and photo should not
appear in the centrefold. We regret
that there was no time to alter the
handbook.

